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The Liberty · Boys' Signal Corps
OR, WATCHING THE ADVANCE GUARDS
By HARRY MOORE

CHAP~R I.-What Came of Chasing the
Rabbit.
A boy in homespun was walking along a
country road in Virginia a few miles from Yorktown one pleasant afternoon in the fall of the
year 1781, Cornwallis being near the town at the
time.
"I am not quite sure which road to take," the
boy said as he reached a point where the road
branched off to the i·ight and to the left. "I have
gone astray, which is rather an odd thing for
me."
While he seemed to be an ordinary boy of the
region he was not ordinary by any means, being
no less than Dick Slater, the captain of the Liberty Boys, a band of one hundred brave young
patriots engaged in the war for independence,
and at that time located in Virginia and acting
under the direct orders of General Washington
· himself.
Dick Slater held his comission from Washington and was under the commander-in-c hief's
special protection, having the general's entire
confidence and having executed many important
private missions for him with entire satisfaction .
Dick Slater was one of the best spies in the service, as well as being the captain of the Liberty
Boys, and l}t this time, when he admitted to having_lost hi~ way he was on an errand of great
importance upon which much depended . He was
standing at the crossroads looking first this way
and then that and trying to decide which way
he had better take when a rabbit suddenly ran
out of the bushes and set off across the road.
With all a boy's instinct, Dick suddenly gave
chase to the little creature, which quickly darted
down the left-hand road with Dick after it. The
young patriot captain was very fleet of foot and
he gained upon the rabbit, which finally darted
into a hole in the ground and disappeared. -Dick
had run some little distance after the rabbit and
he now found himself well along on the left-hand
road and continued for some di stance farther
when he heard voices.
".T here is some one on the road beside~ myself at any rate," he murmured and then he came
in sight of a party of redcoats, some on foot and
JC)me on horseback.

"These are some of Cornwallis' advance guard,
no doubt," Dick said to himself. "I knew that he
was advancing in this direction. We must keep
·
· a watch upon them."
"I say, my boy, are you acquainted around
here?"
"No, I hain 't been yet, but I don't think I'll
catch it, 'cause I don't go where it is," Dick replied, with a stupid look.
"You don't go where what is? What are you
talking about?" impatiently. "I asked you if you
were acquainted?"
Whyn't yer
"What d'yer mean, anyhow?
,
speak plain?"
"Do you know any one?" the man went on, in
an impatient tone.
"Oh, no, I don't live here. Who'd yer want ter
find?"
"What difference would that make to you if I
told you?"
"I didn't say I didn't know nobody, I said I
That's different, ain't it?
didn't live here.
What yer want ter be so snappy fur?"
"Which is the nearest way to the town?" the
other asked.
"Which yer town is that? I reckon there's
more'n one."
"Yorktown, of course, you idiot!" impatiently.
"What other town should I mean?"
"I donno. How should I ? Yew said the town.
I ain't no fortun' teller. How'd I know what
town yew meant?"
"Well, I mean Yorktown. Where is it?"
"I donno," said Dick and he was r1ght, for he
did not know just where it was.
He was not likely to give any infromation to
redcoats in any event.
"Perhaps we had better go on, Lieutenant,"
spoke up another lieutenant who seemed t o be of
a pleasanter disposition than the first. "There
are no rebels in the neighborhood, I take it, and
we may learn more from the next person we
meet."
· "It is quite certain we will learn nothing from
this fellow, who is little better than a fool !"
sputte.red the other. "Perhaps you are right.
We will go on."
"I reckon I got as much right ter call yew a
fool as y er have ter call me one," said Dick.
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"Yew don't talk so's any one kin know what ye're
talkin' erbout an' I reckon that's foolish."
"Keen your opinions to yourself until th ey are
asked for, you idiot!" stormed the lieu tenant.
"Come on, men."
The party went on although not as r a pidly a s
if-all had been mounted, and Dick follow ed for a
short distance un til they were out of sig ht behind a bend in the road where there wer e many
trees.
"Well, going after that rabbit was a for tuna t e
thin g , af t er all," lie s a 'd to himself, n ~ he look ' d
about him, "but if .these men are going in the
right direction I mtJS . pl'even c t hei r g oing t oo
far."
There was qui t e a tall tree near him and he
quickly climbed up into it un til he was able to
see for a con siderable dist ance and then h e saw
Yorktown in the direc1ion 1 he r edcoa t s wer e g oing, although they could- not see it as yet owing
to t he trees. He could see i he r ed cu a s mu king
their way along the road a t an easy gait and on
another road a number of boys in the blue and
buft' of the Con'inental army whom he knew to
be some of th e- L ibe rty Boys. In fa ct, he recognized Bob Estabrook, the fi r st lieu ~ en a nt and a
number of th e others from the color of th eir
horses and the way they rode, he having especially good eyesight.
"They are Bob and some of the boys," he said.
"I don't know if they will get on the sa me road
as the redcoats, but they must stop the fello.ws
or at least know what they are about."
Then he imitated the cry of a hawk in a very
shrill tone which would carry a long distance and
be sure to be heard by t he boy s even if they
could not see him. The L iber t y Boys had many
such signals and now Dick r eg retted tha t he had
not some way of lett ing t he boys know wh ere he
was so as to tell them where to look for the r edcoats. The boys hea r d him, knew that he h 'ld
signaled and looked about to locate him. He
sign aled again a nd t hen, t aking off his hat,
waving that a nd his ha ndkerchief toward where
the redcoa t s were riding along the road.
"They may see this," he said to himself, "but
at any rate they will know that there are enemies
about."
The boys saw his signal and he repeated it
and then descended from the tr ee a nd wen t quickly across country throu,g h the woods in the direction of the road where he had seen Bob and
the boys. He crossed the ro ad on which the redcoats were riding, but he di d not see them. H e
came out upon the other road in time to see them
hurrying on and called to them.
"What is the matter, Dick"?" a sked Bob, as
they rode up.
"There are redcoats on the other road. Ride
on and intercept them. This road crosses the
one they are on. I got astray somehow, but I
know where I am now."
"Won't you {!Orne along, Dick"?" a sked Bob.
"Yes, but go on as fast'1ts you can. I will follow shortly."
Bob rode on at once without question, being ·
accustomed to obeying Dick implicitly, alth ough
the two boys were the closest of friends and like
t>rothers, which they would be some day, the sisters of each being the sweetheart of the other.
A!ter Bob and the boys had I"idden on at a rapid

•

gait Dick climbed a tree and saw some more of
the boys at a Httle distance. He could also see
Bob hurrying on to meet the redcoats, the latter
being in plain s igh t , but knowing nothing of the
approach of th e boys.
"We must es tablish a signal corps," said Dick
to himself. " Ou r signals a r e good, but we must
have oth er mea ns of communicating with each
other."
Then he g a ve a loud, shrill cry which he
knew the boys would h ear and cut oR a lon,g- thin
bra nch w hich h e began to wave back and for th,
climbing ltig:her to a point where th e boys would
see him plain ly. He r epeated the er-¥_ he had uttered a nd th en waved th e branch in the di rect ion
that t h e rP<lcoat s were coming. Ther e v: a s a boy
on a speedy ray mare with the par t y and he saw
Dick up in th e trC'e ::ind sa id, excitedly:
"That is Di ck and-lie is signaling to u s. Come
on. boys, he wants us for something."
There were a do:o:en of the boys , among them
being Ben Spurlock, Sam Sanderson, Harry
Thurber and H arry Ju dson and a :i4tlly Irish
boy and a fat Ge r man. The boys went ahead
at a gallop, Jack W a r r en, th e boy on the bay
mare, leading by a c::msiderable dis t a nce. Dick
saw the boys wi th Bob meet the redcoa t s and
then hurried down to t he ground, seeing· Jack
co·m ing on a s he jumped out of the tree.
"Hurry, Jack," he s a id. "There are s ome redcoat s a little ah ead, where this road meets another. Bob is th er e with a party of the boys.
Ride on quick. I will go wit h B en."
Jack went on at full speed and when the other
boys came up Dick sprang up behind Ben Spurlock and said :
" Go ahead as fast as you can, boys. There is
work to do."
The boys rode on shortly he a ring the sound of
loud shouts and of .firii:ig . Jack Warren got to
the intersection of t h e 1·,-.ads a h ,, ~d of Dick and
the rest and saw Bob attacking the redcoats who
had jus t come up.
"There are more of the boys coming, Bob, n
Jack shouted, "and Dick is with them."
"Good!" cried Bob; and then they attacked the
rE:dcoats still more vigorously. In a short time
more of the Liberty Boys came up and the redcoa ts began to think that the whole company of
them were coming and fell back. Then Dick
Slater rode up with Ben, who had his horse, and
thl' redcoats recognized him, the lieutenant saying angrily:
"There is that fellow who pretended not to
know anything. He- i's a spy, he is Dick Slater
himself. Capture him!"
The boys swarmed about Dick and attacked the
redcoats, who quickly made off, those on foot
taking to the woods and those on horseback making their way down the road at full speed, as if
afraid of being made prisoners. The young patriots pursued them for some distance, forcing
them to scatter in different directions, after
which they halted at a signal from Dick.
"The advance guards of the redcoats are coming on, boys," he said, "and we must have signal
corps in order to let each other know of the
approach of the enemy. We must have flags and
take (}the1• means of communicating with each
other at a distance when our ordinary signala
would not be effective."
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"That is a good idea," declared Bob. "You the farmer boy. They were satisfied with his
managed to signal to me, but you were near by appearance. The boy ·said he wanted to see
and so there was no trouble. If you had been Captain Slater.
"Have you business with him?" asked Harry
farther off I would not have seen you."
"No, but if there had been a flag or a fire or Thurber.
"Well, I want to tell him something that I
something like that which you understand the
meaning of there would have been no trouble." . reckon he'd like to know," the boy replied. "There
"Very true," rejoined Bob, "and we must have are redcoats camped back of our place an' I
reckon he'd like to know it."
a signal corps so tl1at we can watch the advance
"How far is it to your place?"
guard and prevent their coming on.''
"Couple o' miles, maybe more. I come over
The boys all approved the plan and Dick and
when I see 'em. I knew about where the camp
Bob with the help of some of the others began to
make a · code which could be used at a distance was and I come as quick as I could."
"That was right. Come with us. The captain
ancl save much time and trouble.
"\Ve will watch the advance guards and prewill see yf,u, I am sure."
Dick wa sitting in his tent with Bob' and Mark
vent their getting too near without their knowing
when the two Liberty Boys came up with the
what we are doing," said Dick.
farme1· boy.
"This boy says that there are redcoats encamped back of the place where he lives, two miles
away, Captain," said one of the boys.
CHAPTER IL-Another Blow at the Redcoats.
"That is important to know," replied Dick.
is your name, my boy? You are a good
The boys now returned to their camp, distant "What
patriot, of course?"
a mile or so from where they had met the red"Yes. Captain, and I would like to join the
coats, as it was getting on toward sunset and
Liberty Boys only there is no one to look after
here Dick and Bob made further additions to the the
if I do, i'or ma is not very strong and
system of signals before Patsy, who was the she place
needs me."
company cook, announced that supper was ready.
"There are other ways of helping the cause
Mark Morrison, the young second lieutenant of
besides joining the Liberty Boys," declared Dick.
the Liberty Boys, was greatly interested in the
"Come in and tell me all about it. We are watchscheme of forming a signal corps, as were all the
ing the advance guards and if these fellows have
boys, in fact, and he made several surogestions
eluded us so far they will not do so for long."
which Dick considered good and decided t o adopt.
The farmer boy, whose name was Tom ·wray"You might have certain places in the neighborhood which the boys will look for indications burn, told Dick of the redcoats and offered to
take the Liberty Boys to the place where they
of danger or otherwise. These could be on hill
tops or other places from which signals could be were encamped. There was not a very large
party of the redcoats, but Dick wanted to keep
given and we can look to them for any informathem all out if possible and ~o he told Bob to get
tion we want or 1)1ay expect."
the Liberty Boys ready and they would descend
"We will pick out a few such places, Mark,"
Dick replied, "and always have some of the boys upon the enemy without delay. The boys were
there to signal to the camp or to the other sta- glad to be doing somethill/g and they made ready
to go after the redcoats in quick time, Bob telltions in case there is any need of sending word
ing Ben to pick out a horse for Tom so that
in haste."
he need not have to walk back.
"There might, just as there was this after"We have no horse at ]:)resent," he said. "Some
noon." declared Bob.
Tories stole it. I think I know who they are, but
"Very true, and we want to be on the lookout,"
I have not seen the horse since he was stolen and
observed Dick. "If the enemy are sending on
I reckon they're keepin' him out o' the way so I
their advance guards we must watch them and do
\YOn't."
all we can to bother them."
"We shall have to look after them as well as
""'he have already given Cornwallis a good
deal of annoyance," remarked Ben, "and he the redcoats,'' remarked Dick, "but first we must
attend to this matter.''
should know by this time what to expect."
The Liberty Boys shortly set out in a body
"And so do we if the redcoats get hold of any
Tom riding with Dick and Bob in order t o sho,;
of us," returned Mark.
them the way, all going at good speed. They
After supper when it was quite dark Patsy
reached the boy's home at length and in good
Brannigan and Carl Gookenspieler were marchtime as a number of redcoats had just come from
ing up and down on the road outside the camp
the camp and were about to help themselves to
when they heard some one coming along whistlhay and grain and pigs and chickens without
ing a lively tune. As Patsy stirred up the fire
asking leave of the boy's mother and sister who
burning moderately not far away a boy was seen
were alone in the cabin. The arrival of the Libadvancing.
"Am I near the camp of the Liberty Boys?" he erty Boys was well timed and at once Dick cried
asked, as he came up, apearing to be an honest out:
"Charge them, Liberty Boys! Catch these felfellow, although coarsely dressed and seeming
lows and then we will descend upon the camp
like a farmer's boy.
and give the rest a surprise."
"Sure ye are an' it's meself that's Gin'ral
A number of the boys leaped from their horses
Patsy Brannigan an' very glad to see ye. This
is Corporal Cookyspiller, but ye want to kape and made a rush at the redcoats, who were greatly surprised at the sudden appearance of the
yer eye on um."
The two Harrys now came up and looked at young patriots and unable to escape. Leaving
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the prisone rs in charge of some of th e boys, station
Dick took the rest and, ,g uided by -Tom. hurried of the for the L iberty I3oys. Mark and a dozen
boys remain ed at the· cabin, J ack Warre n,
on foot to the camp of the invade r s. Thi s was the
two I-Ianys , B en and Sam being of the
011 the edge of a woorl a li ttle back of the
farm, numbe
the fires being lighte1· and the enemy en.ibyi ng spoils, r. D ick carried off the prisone rs and the
themse lves with not the slighte st idea that any a~ the leav ing a n umber of the tents for the boys
of the "rebels " were anywhe~·e about. They were modate cabin was not large en ough to accomth em. The pr isoners were greatly chaquickly made aware of th e fact, howeve r, when -" grined
the boys descend ed upon ' hem with a rush and by the at being capi ured by boys, and especia lly
captur ed a numbe r of nrisone rs, several horses surlv desnise d "rebels ," and they were in a very
and a goodly su pply of arms and ammun i tion. this mood -all th e way to the camp. Bob noticed
and Pn id t o ('Il e of them. a sergea nt:
Dick saw the lieuten an t, whom he ha d met during
"You
the afterno on, the man e ~ ca pi ng on horseb ack, becaus fellows need not get a fit of the sulks
althoug h a numbe r of shots were fired at him. if we e w,, ha vc captu r ed you. \Ve a re soldier s
a!'e b oys a nd you need not think that you
The lieuten ant, whose name Dick learned was are
Morton ville from some of the p1·i soners, mad e arc the only solc:icr s in the countr y, becaus e there
his escane with pome of the men an d the ot her sc::tlnplenty of th em. \Ve :i.re no t going to hang or
you so you nee(i n <' t be afraid. "
officer whom Dick had met and hurried away at
"You'r e a lot of confou nded young rebels !"
all speed toward th e south wh ere Cornw allis was
sputter ed t he sergea n t .
suppos ed to be at the time, althoug h one of t he
patriot s knew just where he was. The party u "'Vell , abu sing us w0r:'t do you any good nor
s any arm," lau g hed Bob. "vVe have been called
was not a la rge one, but the boys captur ed a names
dozen or more tents, six or eight h orses, a numbe r trouble before, but we go l'~g ht on making all the
we can f or you Yedcoa ts and doing as
of blanke ts and some arms and ammun i tion but much
good for tlw cau se a s we can also. You'll
ver y little provisi on s, these being sca rce at the get
over your s11 lk af ter "' ~.i m ". "
time which had started the redcoa ts to the cabin
The boys laughe d, but the redcoa ts continu ed
to add to their small supply .
sulk a nd the y were left al:me under a strong
"They· probab ly came to this place a,,f+er we to
guard.
scatter ed them this afterno on," declare d th e
"I think it is 11ride," laughe d Dick. "Some of
young captain , "and we should not have known these
same fellows were routed this afterno on
it if T om had not come to tell us."
and now they a re ca ptured . They have probab ly
"We might make this one of the signal sta- been
tions," sup;ges ted Mark. "I see a good b ~,g hill the telling each other w ha t they would do to
young J"ebels a.nd now t hey are capture d, their
ba ck of t he cabin."
camp broken up and the compa ny routed and
"That's where the woman they call a witch their prid
lives," said Tom, "but I don't believe she is a the troublee h 'ls l'cceive d a great blow. That b
. vou will find."
witch. She has never trouble d us, th ough , and
"vVell,
she has helped mam with some of her remedi es lau <>"hed .they say pride goes before a fall,"
Bob, "and if that is . the case here they
at times."
will simply have to make the best of it."
"Who is this witch you speak of, T om?" a sked
"And I am afraid it would be hurt still more if
Dick.
they knew that we have no use for them and are
"She is a poor old woman who lives somew here going to ge t rid of them as soon
on t he hill. You can see a long way fro.m the t op the trouble of having t o feed as we can to save
them," added Dick.
of it a nd you could signal to other places with
fir es or fla gs fust r a t e."
"vVhat is the old woman 's name? "
"I donno, but folks ca ll her Sally Waters and
CHAP TER III.-H ow the S~gnals Worke d.
sh e goes by th a t J).ame. She uses it herself , but
I r eckon she has anothe r."
In the mornin g Dick sent some of the boys
"The hill seems to be quite high , but ls it
wooded on top? That would make a differe nce to with the prisone rs to the neares t Americ an camp
wnile he took a numbe r and went to the ,cabin
11s in signali ng."
"No it 's bare on top , but th ere a r e woods and wh ere he had left Mark and hi s party the night
thick ~nes. Th e woman l ives somew here in them before. On th e way and when no t far from t he
and she gather s herbs t here and in the ~wam os cabin wher e Tom lived ihe boys came upon an
old woman walkin g with a stout stick and carand makes med icines of them. The Tones call
her an old witch and ' ays she h as an owl an d a rying a wi ck er basket on her arm.
"Good mornin g, young gentlem en ," she said,
black cat and a dog th a t talk and t ell her things
that the Old Scratch know s. T hey say th ey'll in a hig h, cra cked voice. "You are good patriot s,
I see. I would like to see only that uniform in .all
drive her out, but t hey ]1nven' t don <' it yet. a nd I
reckon they're right skeered to go there at Virgin ia and in all the countr y. Blue is the color
night and then no one knows just where she of the sky, while red is th a t of the spilled blood
and there has been enough of that shed."
lives."
"Quite true, ma'am ," replied Dick. "You are
"We must find her, for I have no doubt that she looking for herbs?
" the young captain asked.
is a ha rmless old woman and one · who has done
"Yes, young gentlem
a great deal of good. She may tell us much that are good for the race en . I know of many that
and I know of many that
we want to kno w as well."
are bad, that make men · drtVlk and take away
Dick determ ined to leave some of the boys at their senses. Old
Sally, as men call her, knows
the cabin to keep a watch upon the redcoa ts and many strang e things,
to explore the hill back of the place in the morn- to you or to any other but she will do no harm
good patriot ."
fr.g and see how it would answer as a signal
"You live in the woods on the hill back of the
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cabi°h?" asked Dick . "We want to go there to
give signals when we see the enemy so that our
boys will know it and advance to meet the foe.
We will not disturb you, but will protect you
when rude fellows annoy you."
¥'! am not afraid of them," the old woman
piped, laughing shrilly. "l can frighten them.
The hill is as free to you as to me or any one,
I will help you for you are good young gentlemen and you are figthing in a noble cause."
"We did not want to int rude," Dick replied.
"We are going there now to see how it will answer for a place from which to send signals."
"Very good!" said 'the old woman in h er high,
piping voice, "and I wish you. g-ood fortune and
long lives."
.
·
Then she went on, wa lking wi th her stick and
seeming very old and feeble. She shortly disappeared around a bend in the r oad and th e boys
rode on to the cabin. H ere they found Mark and
the boys making ready· to go up the hill, havi~
expected Dick before this time. Dick told them of
having met the old woman on the road and
added:
"The poor creature is a good friend of ours
and I believe we shall receive material a ssistance
from her, although in what way I do not know,
but such is my belief. "
Leaving some of the boys at the cabin Dick,
Mark and the rest ascended the hill, being obliged·
to go on foot on account of the steepness of the
road and the density of the woods.
"We must cut a path through her e," said
Dick "for the one there will not do in case
we ~re in a hurry."
·
They reached the top of the hill at length and
found that it comanded a fine view of the surrounding country and would be an excellent place
from which to watch the enemy and to signal
to each other.' There were other hills where
signals could be received and sent and Dick decided to make one of his stations on the place at
once. He pointed out other hills near the camp
- and overlooking the region where he intended to
stat ion some of the boys and he asked Tom the
names of them a nd how to get to them with the
least difficulty.
"I k now th e most of them, Captain," the boy
r eplied, "a nd I will show you the way to them.
You can see that his place is in plain view from
them all."
·
"Yes, a nd it is just the point we want for our
ma in station. W e will set the Liberty Boys' signal corp s t o work in a short time."
" \Ve don' t see a ny camp of redcoats, Dick,"
observed Mark.
"No, we do n ot, bu l we can see them if they
come on a nd we must watch th e advance guards
an d make them a ll t he trouble we can."
"The boys will be r eady enoug h to do that,"
loughed Mark.
Dick sent a number crf t h e b-oys oiI to t he camp
t o get axes to clc:ar a pa t h th roug h the woods and
tli;~ u took Tom an d set ou t to vis it some of the
o. he r hills where he meant to set up signal stati ons, leavi'lg Ma r k, J ack and th e rest a t the
cabin. B y noon Mar k had cleared a path and
establish ed a lit tle caznp just a t tlre edge of the
woods where it would not be observed from below
as Dick did not want the enemy to know of the
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boys' presence on the hill, but to be able to signal
without any one knowing it.
"We will surprise the enemy come, I think,"
laug~ed Mark.
,
The boys had not discovered .the abode of t he
st.range old woman nor had they seen any sign
ot the enemy on the roads which were in plain
view from the hill. They could see where the
camp of the Liberty Boys was located, but could
not see the camp itself on account of its being in
a wood.
Messengers could be easily despatched from
some of the other stations in case the enemy were
seen approaching from Rattlesnake Hill as ths
place was known and as soon as the other stations • were established the boys coul d keep a,
sharp watch upon the advance guards of the enemy 3:nd prevent their coming on too rapidly; evem
st-ndmg t hem back if seen in time and in not toct
grea t numbers. The means of signalin,g were U.
be fires and certain flags where. the distance was
not too great, some of these having been decided.
upon the night before and others being adopted.
after the main signal station had been established.
Dick put Bob on another hill from which th&
camp could be seen, which was_an advantage aa
it would save the despatching of messengers after
a message had been received from Mark and his'
boy's on Rattlesnake Hill. A few boys were alst
put on another and smaller hill, but which war
important because it commanded a road, whicl!.
the main hill did not and along which the enem1
might come, word of which could be sent to Mark
and by him sent to the ot her hill and so .to the.
ramp. By the middle of the afternoon there werf.
little camps on all three hills and th e boys hai!
also established points along the road from whic'i.
signals could be sent to the minor stations. bJ
means of flags.
Not long after this a cloud of smoke was seeJ.
or. top of Rattlesnake Hill, but M fires we r e frequ.ent th~re very few persons besides the Liberty
Boys paid any atten ti on t o it. A while fla.g witi.
a blue center was seen on the lower hill from tha
camp and immediately Dick knew that Mark hac!
seen the enemy approaching and had sent wori
of i.t.
From the size of the s moke-cloud Dick kne'll
that there was not a la r ge party of the enemy
approaching, but it mm1t be stopped fo r all that
Then another flag told him just in what direction the enemy was- coming and Dick displaye4
a flag which told the others that their signal hai
b~en seen and understood.
Then all the flag'I
disappeared and also th e smoke on the hill, whilio
at the same time Dick was hurryin g with &party of the Liberty Boys to meet the enemy.
They came upon them well below the cabin ant
on a no th er road and took th em auite by sur pr isfl_
as the redcoats had no idea that they had bem
seen a nd thought that they could advance tl1'
Yorktown or near it an d rec onnoier to their
hea rts' content. The inst a nt the brave boy.t·
caught sight of them they charged with tl:e:
greatest impetuosity and the redcoats, taken u'lr
terly by surpri se and not knowing how many cf
the daring fellow s there might be behind fell
back in great confusion. Ther e had not b~en a.
sign of a Liberty Boy untjl tJ1en and no evidenm
that tJ1eir coming was known and then, all of 11'
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sudden, they wel'e a ttacked by a lot of brave f ellows who evidently had known they were coming
and were prepared for them. Dick and ihe boys
expected to meet them sometime and when they
did it was no surprise, but rather the signal for
a charge. The redcoats attempted to rally and
fired a volley at the plucky boys, but ihis was re-turned with such spirit that a second volley was
not fired. · Instead the enemy retreated in great
haste, pursued by the determine d young patriots
who were greatly satisfied at the first result of
the work of the signal corps. No prisoners were
taken, but Dick saw his old acquaintance, Lieu•
tenant Mortonville, and laughed at the celerity
with which he made his escape when the boys
charged. At night the roads were to be patrolled and signals sent to the hills by fires which .
could then be sent to ihe camp so that provision
was made for getting word to the Liberty Boys
by day or night ana thus the advance of the enemy be prevented. When the boys with Dick returned to the camp they wer e besieged with
questions by the others who wanted to know just
what had happened.
"Sure we knew that ye walloped the inimy,"
said Patsy, "for the liftinant sint us worrud of
it, bt1t he didn't tell us how it wor done an' that's
what we're wantin' to know, me byes."
"Our signal corps is a success so far," declared
Dick, "and I think we will greatly puzzle the enemy, who will have no idea how we get wind of
their advance so quickly."
After dark Dick had the boys out on the road
watching for the enemy, but there was no alarm
on that account and not a redcoat was seen.
Patsy and Carl on duty near the camp were
keeping a sharp -lookout for the enemy and at
length Patsy said:
"Sure Oi de be thinkin' Oi hear some wan
comin', me bye. Kape an eye out for him."
"Hallo, is that you, Patsy?" a sked Tom Wrayburn, coming along leading a· calf.
"Tell the captain that there are redcoats coming along the left road. They think they can gei
to Yorktown by night, for there will be no Liberty Boys on the road at night."
"Sure there do be some of thim on the road
already, Ned, but not on the lift road. They do
be on this wan and on the roight, but the lift is
out of the way for the inimy."
"And they are taking it. I heard some of them
say they would, and I hurried on to t ell you. I
found this calf a stray and I am taking it home."
Dick Slater was notified of what the boy said
immediately. In a short time the boys saw a
lantern waving from a tree near the camp and
soon after that a fire was seen on one of the
hills near at hand. Then a number of the Liberty Boys with Dick at their head came riding
out of camp at a gallop.
"The left-hand road, you said, Tom?" asked
Dick.
I
"Yes, Captain."
"Very good," and the boys rode on, a light being seen on Rattlesnake Hill when they had gon e
a short di stance on the road.
"Nark is getting ready for them," Dick laugh<id, "but we will give them some help, for we don't
kn1t r how many of the redcoats there may be. This

may be the advance guard of the enemy and we
must watch them."
On they went at a gallop and ai length reached
the left-hand road, which had not been watched
as closely a s the rest so far on account of its being out of the way. Then they heard a sign:il
which they knew to be given by Mark and in ·a
moment one of the Liberty Boys came up and
said:
"We hear the enemy coming on, Captain, but
how did you know that they were coming when
you can't see over the country at night and this
is an out-of-the-way place?"
"Because we had a good friend who told us of
them," Dick replied. " We mu st watch this road
hereafter. Come on, boys, and meet the enemy."

CHAPTER IV.-Surprising ihe Enemy.
The boys rode on at a lively gait and shortly
came upon Mark's party waiting for the enemy,
who presently came on and were greatly a stonished to find themselves suddenly halted by a
strong detachment of Liberty Boys headed by
Dick Slater himself.
"Charge, Liberty Boys !" cried Dick, in ringing
tones, "let the redcoats have it, down with them,
scatter the rascals!"
"Liberty forever, give it to the redcoats, away
with them!" shouted the brave boys as they
charged with a will.
There was a moon and the boys could see what
they were about and were not likely to make any
mistakes. The sca rlet coats of the enemy looked
almost black by moonlight, while their own blue
uniforms looked much brighter and they could
easily distinguish their comrades from the British whom they charged fiercely. The enemy were
not ex pecting the boys, or a ny one in fact, and
they g r eatly wondered how their presence had
become known, spposing that they would get into
t he town wit hout any one knowing of it. The
Liberty Boys' signal corps was doing good work
and then Tom Wrayburn had helped the brave
young patriots as weil . T he enemy fi re d a volley
at the boys, hoping to hold t hem ~ n check until
t hey could make a safe retreat, but the gallant
lads returned the fire in such hot style that the
redcoats were sent flying back in a hurr y and in
great disorder.
"Give it to them, boys !" screamed Mark.
"Down with ihe redcoats, let them have it hot
a nd heavy!"
The boys replied with a shout and fell upon
the British with great vigor, sending them l'Unning down the road in great haste. Thi s way and
that they scattered the enemy till none were seen
a nd then Dick got them t ogether and said:
"Thern won't trouble us again to-night, but it
will be a s well to keep a guard on this r oad in
case they may resume the attempt in the morning."
A srnall number of the boys left to picket t he
r oad, the rest r eturning t o the camp or t o Ra ttlesna ke Hill with Mar k.
"Things are working very well now," said Dick,
"and we shall get them in still better order before long. The redcoats will find that i hey can-
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not advance as rapidly as they fancied they
would."
The boys were greatly pleased with the way
the signal corps was doing its work and they
looked f.or even better things in a shoTt time.
When Dick Slater got an idea in his head he
did not rest until he had perfected it and they
knew that would be the case in this instance and
all were ready to help him by suggestions and by
good honest work to carry out his plan. In the
morning Dick set out with a number of the boys
toward the hill where Mark was stationed, seeing no sign of any signals to tell them that there
was anything to be feared from the enemy .
"It may be early for them to get out," Dick
laughed, "and we may have to wait a while before
we see anything of them.' '
"And in the meantime we are getting ready
for them and then they will wonder how we
happened to get wind of their intentions," observed Ezra Barbour, one of the boys.
They passed the base of the hill and the cabin
where Tom lived without seeing any signal from
Mark and were going along the road at a reasonable pace, being some distance from the cabin
then. The girl beckoned to the man, pointed behind her and Dkk and the boys halted and allowed her to come up.
"You are some of the Liberty Boys," she said.
"Tom has told me about you. There are some
redcoats ahead of you and you had better not go
there."
"Are there very many of them?" Dick asked,
noticing that the girl was quite pretty and of a
lively disposition.
"Well, there's quite a few of them," she replied, "and I reckon there's more of 'em back a
piece. I saw 'em and reckoned I'd better tell
Tom or somebody about 'em so's they wouldn't
get the start of us.' '
"Do you mean Tom Wrayburn ?" asked Dick.
"Yes, o' course, what other Tom is there?"
blushing.
"None to her, I fancy," thought Dick. "This
is Tom's sweetheart, I guess. He is a very
lucky fellow to have such a nice girl thinking of
him.''
"Tom Wrayburn is a very good fellow," said
Ezra, "and very clever. He wiuld tell us of the
enemy in a moment.''
"Yes, Tom is right peart about mqst things,"
the girl replied, blushing again.
"What were the redcoats doing when you saw
them, my girl?" asked Dick.
"They wasn't doing nothing much, but they
was there and I didn't know but what they might
take it into their heads to come on," the girl
answered. "I'm Susie Singleton. Tom, he knows
me and he'll tell you I'm a good patriot."
"I haven't the least doubt of it," returned
Dick, with a smile. "About how far ahead are
the redcoats?"
"Not much of a piece. They're at a house
what belongs to some of the neighbors, but they
just took it without saying nothing about it and
the folks had ter get out."
"We shall have to see about that," said Dick.
"The redcoats are altogether too free in turning people out of their houses and we shall hav:

to turn them out. How many of them are there,
should you say?"
"Well, there's a right smart lot on 'em and
tl:ere's some a-keeping watch on the road near a
haystack. I r eckon they'll tell the rest if any one
comes alonig.''
"We must try to get around these fellows and
have a look at the others.''
"I saw the old witch-doctor going along that
way the girl continued. "Well, I'm goin' across
lots and I don't guess I'll see 'em again, but I
come this way 'cause -1 reckoned some o' you
un s might be coming along."
"We will look out for them," replied Dick.
Susie went on and Dick advanced cautiously
till he saw two redcoats on the road near a haystack walking up and down and evidently keeping a sharp lookout for any enemies.
"They are watching for us," he muttered.
"There is no use of trying to get ahead by this ,
road, but there may be another.''
He watched the redcoats for a time and saw
the old woman come out upon the road and step
in front of them.
"She will find out all she can about them and
let us know, no doubt," he said to himself as he
went back to the boys.
"There are two redcoats on duty a little way
from here," he said to the boys, "and we shall
have to get around them if we want to learn
more."
"We are doing our best to get around the red_
coats all the time,'' said Ezra, dryly.
Just then they heard a signal from some of the
Liberty Boys. They answered it and in a short
time some of the boys came up with the farmer
boy. They had a flag with them and were surprised to hear that there were redcoats near.
"They are over that way," remarked Dick
pointing. "I think that if we go on foot ana1
across lots a bit we shall get around them and
fin<l out more about the others."
"This road takes a turn, Captain," said Tom,
"and we can come out upon it a little farther on
and get past the redcoats.''
"If there are only two of the redcoats and
we can come upon them suddenly, we may capture tlrnm before they can give the alarm,'' replied Dick. "Come ahead, boys.''
They set out along the road, keeping the haystack between them and the redcoats so that the
latter might not see them. There was a rail
fence running along the side of the road, but the
boys kept to the other side as there was a bank
which kept them hidden somewhat.
"I might go up there and take a look, Captain,'' suggested Tom. "I am not in uniform and
even if they see me they may not suspect that
you are with me.''
"Very true, Tom,'' ,said Dick. "See what there
is to be seen.''
The farmer boy walked up to the top of the
bank and looked along the road. Then he walked
along a way and signalled to the boys.
· "Come on, Tom sees something,'' said Dick.
They walked toward the fence wondering what
it was that Tom had seen. As Dick and the boys
come to the fence, the farmer boy pointed to two
redcoats asleep und.e r a haystack.
"Vigilant sentries," laughed Dick. "We must
capture them, boys.''
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Th en the· boys climbed over the fence and advanced no iselessly. The two redcoats were on the
shady side of the haystack fast asleep. Their
muskets lay between them on the ground and
they seemed entirely unconscious of danger,
sleeping soundly and snorin g lu stily. The boys
got over Lhe fence and Dick pointed to the
weapon s of the sleeping l'erlcoat s. These the boys
quickly picked up and then relieved the redcoats
of their pistol bels.
"Hallo, wake u p !" said Dick, sharply.
The only reply was a lusty snore from each
of the sleeprs.
"They are doing pretty well," muttered Dick.
"They either niust have been on extra duty or
else the sun has been too hot for them."
Then he called again to the sleepers, but they
only snored the louder.
"Give them a shake, boys," he said. "I cannot understand this. They were awake not so
, long ago and I don't see how they should get
so so und asleep in a few minutes."
Two of the boys gave the redcoats a sound
shaking, but they only snored the louder.
"I believe they have taken something to make
them sleep, Captain," said Ezra.
"Yes, but what would they take? Is there a
bottle of anything around?"
"I don't see anything, Captain."
"Jove, I have it!" muttered Dick, going up to
of the redcoat s.
"The bottle, Captain'?" a sked Ezra.
"No, but the secret of their b.eing so sound
asleep. The old woman has just been by."
The boys looked a bit puzzled and Dick went
on:
"She has given them something to put them to
sleep, p1·obably something they thought was
spirits and they have not hesitated to take it.
I smell some soi·t of drug, but I don't know wh a t
it is. We saw the old woman and we know what
she can do and this is the most reasonable explanation."
_The boys all agreed with this and Ezra asked:
"What are we going to do with them, Captain?
Leave them here asleep?"
"No, we will take them to the cabin when they
wake up and in the meantime we will get them
away from here. Pick them up, boys, and carry
them to a shady spot on the other side of the
fence. You had better take off their· coats, hats
and wigs. They will be too hot for them, I am
afraid," with a laugh.
. There was another reason for taking off the
redcoats' uniforms, as the boys knew. The redcoats were quickly taken to a shady spot, Dick
following the boys. He took off his own uniform
ccat and quickly assumed that of one of the redcoats, as well as his hat and wig, looking now
like a British soldier instead of patriot."
"Watch these fellows to see when they
awaken," he said. "I am going to the house that
Susie Singleton spoke of."
"Have you see Susie, Captain?" asked Tom.
"Yes, and she told us about the redcoats. You
might come along, Tom. They will not suspect
you in your-ordinary clothes. If you should happen to meet that lieutenant, keep out of the
way, for he might recognize and suspect you."
"All ri,ght, Captain," replied the boy. ·
Dick went out upon the road and made his way

toward the house Susie had menlioned, presently
catching sig ht <>f it. Tom followed a little behind, a s a country boy would not be likely t<>
walk with a redcoat, most of whom considered
themselves too good to have anything to do
with the people of the r egion. Dick wall,sed along
carelessly, now and then ·wiping his forehead
wi th his handkerchief as if he were hot and at
length stopping at the well near the house and
letting down the musket. Then Tom came along,
wiped his face and said :
"Hallo, soger, gimme a drink? "
"Get one yourself!" growled Dick, taking a
drink and then th rowing the rest of the water
in the bucket on the ground and walking away.
There were some r edcoats on the lawn and on
the porch and thev laughed at this, thinking it
a ,good joke on the boy, Dick walking on and
tr.king a seat on the end of the porch with his
back to the others. Then he suddenly heard the
voice of Lieutenant Morton ville and gave a sig· .
nal to Tom, who was now getting a drink at
he well, not to let himself be seen.

CHAPTER V.-Dick's Capture and Escape.
The lieutenant had not noticed D ick, having
just come out of the house and talking to some·
one who was with him, Dick being unable to see
who it was.
"Those i·ascally young rebels must have their
spies around in all directions," the officer was
saying. · "Dick Slater is a clever spy himself
and he is at work as well: If we ever catch
him we will put a stop to the business. I will
hang him the minute I get him, without judge
ur jury. I know the fellow a'nd I know that
once we get r id of him we will break up his
band of marauding young rebels."
"That's something new, to be called a marauder
by a redcoat," thought Dick. "The fellow is determined t o get rid of me, evidently," and he
gave a s~gna l for Tom, t he boy having been already instructed in the use of many of the Liberty Boys' signals.
He was working with the boys , a nd so it was
proper that he should be given all the help necessary, and Dick realized now that it had been a
wise plan to let the farmer boy know the different signals. Tom now knew that the lieutenant
was at the house and that it would be dangerous
for him to ac t hastily a nd that the rest of the
boys had better come up cautiously. The boy
went away, therefore, noting how many redcoats
there were about th e place and seeing a few in
the house, all this being important for him to
know.
"If anything happens now," thought Dick, "the
boys will not be far away and my friend, the
lieutenant, ma y get a surprise."
"Yes, I'll hang the fellow on sight," continued
the lieutenant . "He cannot get by our sentries,
however, and so I am afraid I shall not see him."
"He might come in disguise," said the person
with the lieutenant, and Dick recognized the
voice of the other lieutenant whom he had seen
with Mortonville.
"I would know him in any disguise," the i·ed-
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coat said, boastingly, and . Dick was forced to
smile and nearly laughed outright.
The two officers walked up and down on the
veranda, passing at times quite close to the young
patriot who paid no attention to them and
seemed to be half asleep. Then they sat down
at a little distance and Mortonville said, with an
air of conviction:
"We are bound to get the best of these fellows
a s soon as the Earl comes up."
"He must be apt pupil of Cornwallis," thought
Dick. "The earl himself was always sure of beating us, but he has not done it yet and I don't
think he will."
"Yes, these rebels always run before us,'' replied the other.
"Only to come out at a good opportunity and
give you a surprise," thought Dick.
"To be sure, and these French and Germans
that they are getting to help them fight us will
gc under the same way," declared the senior
lieutenant. "We have always whipped the French
and we will do so again."
"I was not aware of the fact," muttered Dick
to himself.
"To be sure, and their Mr. Washington and
:Mr. Wayne and the rest will have to run and
the Frenchmen after them," agreed the other
lieutenant, whose name was Hunniwell.
"I say, my name," said Mortonville, suddenly
noticing Dick, "you can't sit there, you know.
Have you no manners? Who told you that you
could sit in the presence of your superior officer
like that?"
"What say, Jenkins?" returned Dick, yawning.
"Who made you my superior officer, and since
when?"
"Why, you impudent fellow, I will have you
put in the guard house for that I"" cried the
lieutenant, sprin;ginging up, coming quickly forward and aiming a kick at the young captain.
Dick heard him coming, guessed his intention
and got up. The result was that the lieutenant
kicked the air only and suddenly sat down with
considerable · violence.
"Here, arrest that impudent fellow!" he sputtered and then as Dick started toward the road
the other lieutenant recognized him and said,
excitedly:
"That is not one of our men I Arrest him I
Jove, I believe he is Dick Slater himself."
The redcoats came flying at Dick, who lost
his hat and wig in the attempt to get away,
knocking down two of the men, but being surrounded by othe.rs who suddenly appeared. The
lieutenant, who had declared that he would know
Dick, looked at him and muttered:
"That is not Slater, but he is a spy all the
same. Hang him!"
"I am Dick Slater, Lieutenant Mortonville,"
said Dick, "and you know it perfectly well. You
have boasted that you would know me in any
disguise, how~er, and you . had to acknowledge
that you did not."
"Well, Dick Slater or not, you are going to
be hanged in short order," sputtered the officer.
"Get a rope there, and settle this impudent fellow."
"I don't think you will, Lieutenant," said Dick
quietly, the redcoats having taken off his scarlet
coat.
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"And wi1y not, pray?" with an air of astonishment.
"You had two men stationed at a haystack
a short distance from here. They are our prisoners at present and if I am injured they will
receive a similar fate.
The redcoats looked astonished, for the two
sentries had been considered most reliable men
and not to be taken by surprise.
"You can't fool me, you rebel," sputtered the
lieutenant. "Make the rope ready there. This
fellow is simply trying to frighten us."
Some of the redcoats went for a rope and
Dick's arms were pinioned behind him.
"I will tell you somethinlg- else," he said, looking at the lieutenant. "You were inside and
would not know about it, but these men must
have seen a boy at the well who asked me to
give him a drink and I threw the water on the
ground."
The redcoats did remember the incident, a s
their looks showed.
"That boy is known to me,'' Dick continued,
"and I sent him back to bring up the Liberty
Boys, some of whom are only as far away as that
haystack where the two men were stationed. It
will not take them long to reach here."
"They will get here too late, then,'' muttered
the other. "Hang the rebel at once.
One of the redcoats threw the end of the rope
over the limb of a tree and another fastened the
noose about Dick's neck. In another moment
there was a sudden clatter of hoofs and with a
rush and a rQar and a loud shout a dozen brave
boys came dashing up and fired a volley at the
redcoats. They were off their horses in a moment, the rope was taken from Dick's neck and
some of them dashed into the house after the
lieutenant. He made his escape at the rear and
went off on horseback at full speed. Lieutenant
Hunniwell also escaped, but two or three of the
redcoats were captured. Dick questioned these
and learned that there was another detachment
of the enemy about a mile distant and still another and larger one three miles back. Some of
the boys were sent to signal to Mark and to
tell him to send on a considerable force of Liberty Boys, Dick and his party remaining at the
house and awaiti.ng the coming of the enemy.
"They are sure to come," Dick remarked.
"Mortonville is greatly chagrined at my having
gotten the best of him and he will alarm the
others as soon as possible and bring on a force
to take possession of this place."
"Will he think we are still here, Captain?"
asked Ezra.
"Perhaps not, but he will want to hold this
position, which is a good one. I think the boys
will arrive here in good time, however."
Formerly it would have taken some time to get
a force of Liberty Boys to the spot, but at this
time with the aid of the signal corps the thing
could be accomplished in a short time. The
boys kept a watch on the road and Dick, who
had now resumed his uniform, went to an upper
window in the house and watched the road in
the other direction, displaying a flag for Bob's
benefit,. being able to see the hill where the young
lieutenant was stationed quite distinctly. He
saw a smoke on Rattlesnake Hill and knew that
Mark was at work and theri he saw onQ on
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:Bob's hill and knew .that his own had been seen.
Going below, he saw Ezra come ricJ.ing up in
~reat haste and asked:
"Are they coming"; Ezra?"
"Yes, Captain, but I see smoke on the hills
11nd I think that the boys are coming."
"How far are they? 'l'he redcoats, I mean."
"They were just leaving the first poirrt below
when I set out. I could make better time than
flhey could, however, and they will not be here
for a little while yet."
•
"Go upstairs and if you see them coming, shut
flhe window."
Ezra went into the house and Dick went out
11pon the lawn and watched the road as well as
\Ule window, listening at the same time for sounds
<1f horsemen coming in either direction, expectfing both friends and enemies. The boys were on
~he alert also, but Dick's hearing was better
filian theirs and he could hear a party coming
..-lone: tho road before they would. He presently
~aw Ezra shut the window and listened at{tentively.
"The enemy are coming, boys," he said. "Are
;IOUr muskets and pistols all loaded?"
The Liberty Boys always looked after such
ffhinigs and Dick had not much need to ask the
~estion. The boys all nodded and he knew that
tthey were ready for the enemy. In a few mo~ents he heard the sound of hoofs on the road
ii the direction which the redcoats would take,
1Jtnd he said:
"They are coming, boys. Be ready to meet
1bem."
Ezra 'now came down and mounted his horse,
l!aking his place with the rest, Dick being at
flhe head mounted on Major, his black Arabian.
"I do not hear the boys coming yet," he said,
~ut they will not be far behind the redcoats and
if they hear the sound of firing they will comEl
1111 all the fa's ter."
The boys presently heard the clatter of hoofs
1and in a short time a considerable party of redccoats appeared led by Lieutenant Mortonville
iimself.
,
"There are the saucy young rebels I" he cried.
'"'Now then, rout them and catch Slater if you
an. I said I'd hang the fellow and I will!"
"Forward, Liberty Boys, fire l" shouted Dick.
There was a rattling volley as the brave boys
Jlashed forward and more than one redcoat was
lit. The lieutenant escaped but he took good
care .to keep out of the way and now the boys
made a rush for him, trying to catch him. Thon
:lDick's trained ear caught the sound of the Libmy Boys coming to his aid and he shouted
i;)irilly as he waved his sword:
"Down with them, boys, we are having i·ein'iforcements in a moment."
There were many more redcoats than there
·47ere Liberty Boys, but the ~nemy heard that
~ore of the boys· were coming on account of
iDick's fearlessness. There was a lively pistol
wlley, the reports being incessant, and then
ftliere came the clatter of hoofs and a ringing
Jltout as Bob, ·Mark and the greater part of
11ie troop came in sight.
"There they are, give it to them!" shouted Bob,
E he came dashinig up.
Mark cheered. his boys and they quickly joined
'tfh.e oth'.!rs and the redcoats, not knowing how

many more there might be behind the boys, fell
back. Dick knew that there were more of the
redcoats behind and Cornwallis himself might
not be far away, but he wished to stop the advance of the enemy and if it could make them
think that Washington and his entire army' were
not far distant, so much the better.
"Charge, Liberty Boys!" he cried, and the
gallant fellows set up a shout and charged with
the greatest vigor.
They drove the enemy back more than a mile
past the place where the lieutenant had secured
his re inforcemen ts and in sight ·Of another camp
of British where it could be seen that there was
a considerable alarm. Dick urged his boys on
until he saw that the redcoats in the camp were
rapidly dismantling it and preparing for flight,
thinking that an army is after them.
"Once they ge t on the run t hey won't sto'' to
see how many of us there are," he said, "but
will run as fast as they can, thinking that an
army is after thein."
This was what happened and the advance
guard was sent flying back a considerable distance, Dick presently halting the boys, and sayinig:
"We have driven back their advance g:uarq
and that is enough for the t ime. They will not
come on again in a hurry and in the meantime
we can strengthen our position, warn the patriots
of the region to be on the lookout and perfect
our system of signals so as to keep a still better
watch upon the foe."
There were no signals from the hills that the
enemy were coming on again and Dick led the
boys back to the house where he had seen the
lieµtenant, finding that the people who owned tt
had returned and taken possession.
"I think you may slay here," said Dick, "for
the enemy will not s~on return." ·

CHAPTE~

VI.-A Night Advance.

•

The Liberty Boys went away, leaving the
family in possession of their home and took their
way to Tom's house and the road leading to the
top of· Rattlesnake Hill where the system of signaling was made more perfect during the day so •
that it would be more and more difficult for the
enemy to approach. The two prisoners who had
been found asleep awoke in good time and were
very much perplexed as well as- chagrined to
find that they had been caught napping, having
no idea how it had happened and havinig no
recolletion of the old witch nor of anything; that
they had been on duty at the haystack and that
something must have happened. Dick did not
enlighten them, of course, and they were sent
ahead with some of the boys to the nearest camp,
together with the other prisoners that had been
taken, all being in a st<ite of great chagrin and
rage.
.
"Cornwallis is approaching and it is likely
that he will occupy Yorktown eventually," said
Dick to Bob, "but we can do something to make
the tliing more difficult, and that is something."
"I don't suppose we can keep hint out, of
ccurse," Bob -returned, "but if we can make
trouble for him and the rest of the redcoats,
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that is doing somet1ling and we will have done
our duty."
CHAPTER VIL-What Befell Dick on the Road.
"And the Liberty Boys always try to do that,
Bob," shortly.
The light brush took fire rapidly, the wind
Tom had been left behind at his home, as thel'e fanning the flames and in a few moments a line
was work for him to do, but he promised to keep of fire extended right across the road, checking
a watch on the enemy and to let Mark know by the advance of the enemy. The wind drove t he
signals and others if any advance were made, smoke and flame toward the i·edcoats and they
so that Dick could be notified in .short order. The halted, not knowing what to make of this sudden
afternoon passed without any great excitement move on the part of the patriot boys. They
among the boys, there being once or twice a could not see the latter on account of the smoke
signal from Mark or from one of the other which arose in great clouds, but they knew that
stations which intimated that the redcoat,; were they were there as they had seen them just beon the road, but later came another that they fore the fire started. The fire grew hotter and
had gone back and were not advancing. After hotter and the boys piled more brush upon it,
dark, however, Dick sent out several parties to the heat soon becoming intense and causing the
patrol the road and keep a sharp watch upon the enemy to fall back. The main body had come
enemy, who it was thought might endeavor to up on the advance and could not understand
advance under cover of the darkness, thinking why the latter had halted, not realizing that the
that they would not be seen. Tom Wrayburn fire which they saw was the cause of the trouble.
came into the camp shortly before the boys sP.t
There was a light on Rattlesnake Hill also,
out and reported that he had not seen any of the but the redcoats did not notice this in contemredcoats, but that he feared they might try to plating the other. The advance guard fell back
advance and he was with the boys who accom- upon the main body and there was considerable
panied Dick on his reconnoitering trip. They confusion for a time. Then the whole body
were near Tom's house when they heard some halted and a council of war was held to deone coming toward them on horseback: There termine what should be done. There was clearly
was only one person and Dick halted the boys, no getting by the fire by way of the road, but
they migh.t go through the woods and thus make
nnd said:
"There is only one coming and it may be a au advance. Dick suspected that they would do
friend. In fact, I think it is, but we will see in this and he had built the fire merely to give
the boys a chance to come up. In a short time
a moment."
some of them arrived and he set these to watchThe moon was up and in a short time the boys ing
the woods so as to prevent the enemy from
saw Susie Singleton coming toward them at a surprising
them.
gallop.
Meantime
"The redcoats are coming in strong force, extend to thethe fire wa_,s kept up and began to
woods, tlm s making the task of
Captain," the girl said as she halted, recognizing the
enemy more difficult, many of them being
the young patriot, "and I thought I had better obliged
to fall back. A considerable number got
warn you."
"Ride on, Jack, as fast as you can," said Fred, thxough to the road, but were met by a detach"and signal to ·Mark from the road. Light a men of the Liberty Boys who at once offered
them battle. Then others came up and there
fire and then .go ahead up the hill as fast as was
a hot skirmish. The redcoats could not supyou can and tell Mark to signal to the rest."
port the body, which had advanced, and now
Jack Warren's bay mare was next to Dick's from the fire came a hot volley upon the enemy.
black in speed and for this reason the young Then the redcoats attacked the flames and put
captain had chosen him to do the errand. Away them out, scattering the. fire in all directions,
flew Jack, the boys following and presently see- but by that time still more Liberty
had
ing a fire on the road ahead of them and knowing arrived, the whole army in fact, and Boys
the fight
ing that he had already signaled to Mark. The waxed hot. To the surprise of the
brave boys
girl went with the boys, Tom being with them as 'well as of the enemy, a considerable
and in a short time they saw a light on top of ment of American troops came upon thedetachRattlesnake Hill and knew that Mark was send- and the battle raged fiercer than ever. scene
The
ing word to the rest of the boys. . Dick halted troops had been advancing and, hearing
the sound
not far below the cabin where Tom lived and of firing, had hurried forward to the
relief
waited for the redcoats to come on. At length of the Liberty Boys.
he could hear them and knew that there was a
was a hot fight and then in the midst
large force of them by the sound they made. of There
the smoke of battle and the confusion of
Mark would come d<1Wn with his force first and the moment the enemy moved
rapidly off to one
then Bob would anive, but the redcoats must side by another road and occupied
Yorktown,
be checked before the boys came up and Dick this being done in the afternoon
the smoke
began to think of a way by which this could be from the burning wood hid thewhile
road and preaccomplished. He presently thought of a plan vented the boys of the signal corps
from seeing
and said:
their movements. Cornwallis had brought up
"Get all the brush you can in jl. hurry, boys, his entire army while there was only a small
and pile it up in the road. The wind is toward number of patriot troops engaged, but the redthe redcoats."
coats did not know this and their aim was to
The boys were off their horses in a moment get to Yorktown, which had long been their
ana collecting brush from the woods and at the ~bjective point, and this they accomplished.
side of the road. This they piled up across the
The day was well spent when it was discovered
road and, as the redcoats appeared, set it on fire. that the enemy were at Yorktown and no more
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could J:>e done at the time. Dick Slater communicated with the American commander and
told him 'what had been done by the Liberty Boys'
signal corps, at the same time asking for further instructions.
"Continue your signaling, Captain," said the
other. "We will be able to make use of your
stations and perhaps enlarge them and increase
their number. This work is important and I
think may be continued with advantqge."
Cornwallis being now in Yorktown, it became
the aim of .the patriots to keep him there till
their reinforcemen ts could arrive. · The French
were now giving the patriots their assistance and
Count Rochambeau, the Count de Grasse, the
Duke Lauzen and other famous leaders were
working in conjunction with the Americans under Washington and !is soon as the various
forces could be joined about Yorktown it was
inevitable that Cornwallis would find himself in
the greatest difficulties. The Liberty Boys, operating their signal corps and giving early intelligence of the enemy's moves to the different
commanders, could render the most invaluable
11ervice to the cause and Dick realized this and
determined to .do his best and knew that the
boys would_ aid him in every way.
"I think that Cornwallis has come to his last
stand, boys," he said to Bob and a number of
the bravest of the troops, "and now the only
thing is to hem him in and force him to a surrender. You will see that it will come to this."
"And this is the man who said that we had
no generals, who declared that he was going to
bag the fox, meaning our commander-in -chief,
and who has got such men as l'arletQD to aid him,
to say nothing of Hessians. It will be a great
blow to his pride to have to surrender to the
despised 'rebels' and to the man he considered no
general, but it will come to it, I believe."
Dick set to work at once in expectation of
the arrival of Washi:vgton and his allies in the
11eighborhood to perfect his system of signals,
to strengthen the stations he had already established and make others. The boys set to
work to make flags and to learn the meaning of
them and to get other ways of signalling, so
that time could be saved and the information
they had obtained could be transmitted to headquarters as quickly as possible.
The boys were all eager to make the system as
perfect as they could and they all worked with
a will learning the different means of sig'naling
and often suggesting better me thods, Dick being
glad to receive suggestions and always taking
them when they were good. Cornwallis was eginning to strengthen his position, perhaps re' alizing that the enemy would endeavor to k~ep
him there, and Dick wished to learn somethmg
that he could not learn by observation from Rattlesnake Hill and other points. He determined
to go to Yorktown, therefore, or as near it as
possible and get the information he sought.
Dick was a famous spy and he rarely underi ook a thing that he did not succeed in it, and
he now resolved to do his best, ·s o that in case
of failure he would have nothing to blame himself foF. He could not take Majo-r, the magnificent animal being well known t o all the red- .
coats, and so he r ode an ordinary horse not
likely ta- a ttract any attention and wore a suit

of brown l:omespun, a rouild wool hat, looking
like a farmer's boy out on an errand. He set
out in the direction of Yorktown and rode at
an easy gait, keeping his eyes open and listening for any suspicious sounds. He was fairly
well on his way to the town and had nei t her
seen nor heard anything to arouse his suspicions
when he suddenly heard a cry of alarm ahead of
him and dashed on to see what it might mean.
Turning a bend in the road, he came upon
Susie Singleton, Tom's sweetheart, struggling
to escape from two mounted redcoats who were
endeavoring to carry her off. She was mounted
on the horse Dick had seen her riding on several
occcasions and might have escaped if the animal
had not taken a sudden fright and become unmanageable.
"Never mind the beast, get the girl, the lieutenant will be ,glad to get hold of her, for she
is a spy," growled one, trying to pull the girl
out of the saddle.
Dick's approach ha.d not been noticed in the
excitement and he now dashed alongside t he redcoat who had spoken and gave him a tremendous
slap on the cheek. The fellow gave a yell and
released Susie who promptly gave him another
slap and endeavored to get control of the horse.
Then Dick gave the redcoat's animal a slap on
the flank and sent him flying up the road at
full speed despite the man's efforts to control
him.
·
"Here, you young bumpkin, what are vou doing?" demanded the second redcoat. "The girl
is a rebel and a spy and we are going to take
her to Yorktown."
"I reckon you ain't, not if I know anything
about it," returned Dick, suddenly thrusting a
big pistol under the man's nose. "Surrender, you
redcoat, and tell me all I want to know or it will
be the worst for you!"
"Why, Captain, I did not know you," exclaimed
the girl in great surprise.
"No, but I did!" said the other redcoat who
had gained cont rol of his horse and came suddenly up behind Dick.
He struck the young patriot captain on the
head, stunning him for a moment, and then the
two redcoats quickly rode away, taking Dick
with them.
"Oh, dear! what have I done?" cried Susie, in
great distress. "They did not know him at all
and I have betrayed him."
The r edcoats attached more importance to getting hold of Dick than they had to securing
Susie and they rode off with him at full speed,
quickly disappearing around a turn in the road.
"I must find out what they have done with
him," the girl said to herself. "There is no use
in going after the Liberty Boys until I can tell
what these fellows have done. What a foolish
thing that was to do. They did not know him at
all and we could have had that fellow if I had
not let out who the captain was."
Dick presently came to his senses and found
himself between two redcoats going toward' Yorktown at a gallop. One of the redcoats held the
ridle rein and the other was steadying him in
the saddle so that he might not fall out. Realizing that he was on the way to Yorktown and
that his chances of escape should he once reach
the place were rather slim, he determined to do
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what he could to get away. Suddenly striking
the redcoat who- held the bridle rein a stil111\"ing
blow on the side of the head, he dashed on at
full speed . After him came both redcoats, determin ed to catch him.
Their horses were better than hfs and he saw
t!-la '; thev would soon overtake him unless he
rPsorted to some stratagem. Suddenly putting
Ji.is horse at the fence which ran alongside the
road, he flew over it as the redcoats came on.
They were going so fast that they shot past
him b~fore they realized what he had done. Then
he quickly turned, rode the other way, and was
over the fence again in a moment and riding the
way he had come. It took the redcoats some
little time to wheel and get after him, by which
time he had gained on them. Theycameon at
a · gallop, however, and there was some danger
of their overtaking him.
Turning in the saddle, he fired two quick shots,
hitting one of the men and causing him to fall
from hi s saddle into the ditch on the farther
side of the road. He was not injured, but it put
him out of the race for a time, and now Dick
~uddenly saw Susie coming toward him on horseback.
"Tell the boys to hurry!" he shouted.
Susie understood and, turning in her saddle,
shouted in a high key:
"Hurry up, boys, the captain needs you!"
Dick fired another shot and took the second
r{!dcoat in the shoulder. He was not badly hurt,
but he thought that more Liberty Boys were
coming and turned his horse quickly and rode
away. Dick went on, joined Susie, reloaded his
pistols and said, with a. laugh:
"Never mind, my girl, I suppose you were surprised to see me and did not think what effect
1t would have to call my name."
"Indeed I did not, Captain," the girl replied1
"or I would never have done it. I am right glad
that you got away as well as you did."
"Oh, I had to do it," with a smile, "but I want
to go on to Yorktown, or at least get hold of
some one who can tell me something about the
defenses of the town. That was what I was
about when they met me, or I saw you, rather."
"And I upset the whole thing by calling your
name."
"Well, never mind that. I must get a disguise,
but I don't know how I am going to do it without going back to the camp."
, "He.re is a Tory boy coming along the road,''
said Susie. "He has the impudence to want to
marry me, but I wouldn't have anything to do
with him."
Dick looked ahead and saw- a rough-looking
boy dressed in gray homespun and a three-cornered hat coming alOng on a scrubby-looking
horse.
"I think I wil,l borrow his clothes," he said
shortly.
"I would not wear anything that a fellGw like
that has worn," muttered Susie.
"Well, perhaps you would not," laughed Dick,
"but I am different."
"\Vould you wear a Tory boy's clothes?" the
girl asked in astonishment.
"Certainly, if I could learn the enemy's plans
by so doing," the young patriot replied heartily.
"'I don't make a Tory of myself by doing so,.''
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"No, I suppose not, but maybe I am too particular."
"You can't be too particular sometimes,''
laughed Dick, "and I am going to change clothes
with this fellow."

CHAPTER VIII.-An Adventure With Redcoats.
Dick and Susie rode on at a walk, and shortly
met the Tory boy, .who gave the girl a leer, and
said with a coarse laugh :
"Huh! got another feller, have ye? I'll . tell
Tom."
"You can do as you please, Zeke Phelps, but,
anyhow, I would not be seen riding with you.
I should be ashamed to have Tom know that."
"Huh! I don't ride with rebel gals," sp uttered
the other. "I gotter think o' my cha .acter an'
what the neighbors would say."
Dick suddenly rode up to the Tory boy, caught
him by the collar, and had him off his horse in a
moment, sitting in the dusty road. Then he
jumped down himself, ,grabbed the Tory boy by
the collar, put him on his feet with great rapidity
and whisked him into the bushes before he knew
what was going on.
"Take off your clothes, quick," he said, "or
I'll whip ye -with stingin' nettles."
"What ye want 'em fur?" the Tory boy asked.
"I dassent. Ther gal is in the 'road."
"She won't see you, and, anyhow, I only want
the outside ones. Hurry, now, or I'll give you
the worst licking you ever had."
Dick was taking off his outer clothing, and
he now tripped up th~ Tory and threw him on
hi:;< face on the ground. In a moment he had
the fellow's breeches and coat, and said:
"Here, put on these things and go back the
way you came as fast as you can."
"Huh! I know ye now," the other boy muttered.
"Ye're Dick Slater, ther rebel, capting o' the
Liberty Boys.''
"Then if you know who I am, you also know
that what I undertake I generally carry out.
Hurry up and do as I say."
Zeke Phelps put on Dick's discarded clothes
in a hurry, and then Dick took him out on the
road, pointed to his horse, and said:
"Take that horse. He is better than yours.
Susie is going to watch you, and if you come
this way she will shoot you."
"So I will, Zeke Phelps" said Susie, showing a
pistol, "so look out for yourself."
Zeke got on Dick's horse in a hurry and rode
off the way he had come at full speed, Dick saying, when he was out of sight :
"I am going on to see what I can learn about
the enemy. Where were you going?"
"Just down here a short distance. You will
take care of yourself and not let the redcoats
get hold of you?"
"I will endeavor to keep out of their way,
Susie," with a smile. "If we are going the same
w~y, sup pose we go together.
"But suppo1=;e that Tory fellow tell ~ Tom?"
laughing and blushing.
"I don't think Tom will mind it," said Dick.
They rode on for some little distance, and
I
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then Dick saw some redcoats coming on, and
said to the girl:
"These may be some of the sa me redcoats, and
they will know if they do not recognize you, so
I think I had better go ahead."
"And I go down this lane to see some friends,"
Susie returned; "so it is all right, captain."
The girl turned down the lane just ahead of
them, and Dick went on at a moderate speed,
coming up with the redcoats in a few minutes.
The redcoats had not noticed Susie, and did not
suspect Dick, one of the men with whom he
had had h is late encounter being with them.
The other man, the one who had fallen off his
horse, wa s probably in no condition to go reconnoitering, and had no doubt igone back to
town. The redcoats looked at Dick, and one of
them, who was no less a person than Lieutenant
Hunniwell, said to him:
"Have you seen that young rascal, Dick Slater,
u;t the road, my boy?"
"Reckon I have," Dick replied.
"Where is he now?"
"He's on the road still," shortly.
"Far from here?"
"No, not fur, but I don't r eckon you'll see him
if you go on."
"He will keep out of the way?"
"No, I reckon not," carelessly,
"Then why won't we see him?" impatiently.
"Becos you won't be where you can see him,"
with a laugh.
"Oh, you mean that he has gone back to c~mp?"
"Well, you won't see him, that's all," and
Dick rode on carelessly,
The lieutenant did not recognize him, but Dick
was not so sure that Lieutenant Mortonville
would not have done so, and he rode on, laughing to himself at the way in which he had fo oled
the redcoats.
If the_y, keep on too far they may run across
some of the Liberty Boys," he said to himself.
"They have an idea that they may catch me, but
they may have to r un to get out of being caught
themselves.'!
At the end of another quarter of a mile Dick
came to a roadside tavern, where he caught the
glE:am of scarlet unifor ms through a window at
the front of the house. Brushing his hair over
his forehead and rubbing some clay on his face
to give him a sunburned look, Dick rode on and
presently halted in front of the t a vern and dismounted, tethering the scrubby little horse t o a
hitching-post.
"It would be no great loss if the horse ran
away or was stolen," he said to himself, "except
that I would have to walk ba ck."
He entered the tap-room in a careless fa shion,
looking about l1im and yet not seeming to do
so and sa w Lieutenant Mortonville <in a corner
with some other r edcoat officers, a group of privates being at another table at some little distance. Dick sat down not too near to the redcoats, but near enough to hear what they said,
hii:; hearing being very acute. Lieutenant Mortonville was too gr eatly imbued with his own im- ·
portance to pay any attention to a common
country boy .such as Dick seemed to be, and he
did not give .him even a passing glance, but
said in a self-important tone:
''There is not the least danger of the . rebels

shutting us up in the town, for we can get out
a t any time."
"He must have heard Cornwallis talk," thought
Dick.
"They have not as many men as we have,"
said the lieutenant, mentioning a figure which
Dick made a mental note of, having a very good
memory, "and when the Earl gets ready to sally
forth he will give the rebels a great surprise."
"The fellow may believe this," thought the
young captain, "or he may simply be talking in
this strain to reassure himself."
"The rebels must have some clever spies out,
sir," said one of the redcoats, "for otherwise I
don't see how they learn of our presence so
quickly. See how many times they intercepted
us when we were advancing, and it seemed utterly impossible that they should have known we
were coming."
,
' "A mere coincidence," muttered the other,
who, like many redcoats, did not like to admit
that the "rebels" could ever get the best of them.
"We will give them a surprise in a short time.
Even if they had as many men as we have, they
cannot get in here."
Dick .hoped that the boastful redcoat would
tE:!l why, but some others came in at that moment, men who were of higher rank than the
lieutenant, and he said no more. The other
officer looked at Dick, who went on eating and
drinking and did not seem to know that he was
being looked at. The officer, satisfied that Dick
was only a plain country boy, paid no furth er
attention t o him, the young captain watching the
other, however, without appearing to do so, and
listening for any word which might give him a n
idea.
"Have you heard or seen anything this morning, Lieutenant Mortonville?" asked the officer,
presently.
He was a captain, and the lieutenant held him
in great awe on account of his superior rank,
as well as on account of his air of authority.
"There were some rebels on the road, captain,
and we cau.ght one, but he got a way, " replied
the lieuteenant, "I was not there, but I hea1·d of
it."
"Who was the rebel you nearly ca ptured?"
"Dick Slater, the spy, captain of the Liberty
Boys."
"And he escaped?" interestedly.
"Yes, but that is nothing. Our men will keep
a sharp look-out for· the fellow."
"Was he in uniform, lieutenant ?"
"No, captain, he was in disguise."
The captain looked around and asked :
"Did you hear how he was dressed?"
"In brown homespun, with a round hat."
"Who is that boy over there ?" t he officer a :-; ked,
suddenly, glancing at Dick.
"Oh, I'm Zeke Phelps, a true a n' loyal subjeck, capting,'' said Dick, promptly. "I see the r
rebel myself, but he went t'other way."
"If you saw him, ·why qid you not t a ke hi m?"
angrily. "You knew he was a rebel? "
"Suttin I did, but it ain't so ea sy t o take Wm.
Whyn't the r edcoats take him ?"
"H'm! that is the que::ition. Why didn't they,
lieutenant?"
"They did, but he escaped. The fellow had
assi~tance, I understa-~ "
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N And now, for all I
know, he is on the road
yet, and perhaps stealing within our lines and
learning matters of importance.-"
"But even if he does, sir, the reb2ls cannot
drive us out nor get at us."
"You don't know what they can do," angrily.
"Dick Slater is the cleverest spy in the service,
and what he learns will go direct to the commander-in-chief. He should have been detained.
There was· no excuse for letting him go. How
do you know that he has not changed his disguise
since and is even now within our lines?"
"l do not think it possible, sir," Mortonville
replied, somewhat abashed. "Our men would
keep a sharp lookout."
"He went toward the rebel lines, did he?" asked the captain of Dick.
"Sure he did," promptly. "I couldn't do nothin' with him. He's a smarter feller'n Zeke
Phelps, I tell ye."
"Do you know where the young rebels have
their camp?"
"Reckon I do, capting."
"If you will get hold of Dick Slater and bring
him here or where we can get hold of him, I will
give you twenty pounds. Do you know how much
money that is?"
"Reckon it's a right lot o' money, capting.''
"Can you get some boys to help you?"
"Reckon I kin get a hundred, sure, capting."
"And can you get hold of the young rebel?
That is the most important point."
"I kin put my hands on him any time I like,
capting."
"But you will want help?"
"Oh, I kin get all the help I want, capting."
"Will you bring Dick Slater to this place tonight? If you do I will give you twenty pounds,
as I promised."
"What time to-night? Will ye be here sure?
Dick Slater is a slippery feller, ye know, an'
there's gotter be some one here ter ketch him.
He mought suspicion suthin' if we get him here
an' try an' get away."
·
"There will be some one here to take him from
you or on the road farther on toward the rebel
lines."
"What time ter-night, capting?" asked Dick.
"Better make it as fur as ye kin. How erbout
the crooked oak erbout a mile t'other side o'
ther bend? Do ye know ther place? There is
a ignarly oak tree there what ye kin see a right
long way off. It's all twisted out o' shape, like."
"We will be there at ten to-night. Yes, I
know the place. You will be there with the
young rebel?"
"He'll be there, capting, 'long as I kin get
some un ter help me."
"Very good. We must have the fellowsr for he
is very dangerous, and as long a s he is at large
he is a menace to us."
At that moment there was a noise outside,
and two or three redcoats and as many Tories
came into the room, dragging the old woman,
Sally Waters, with them.
"This woman is a reel spy, captain," said one.
"She knows where the young rebel's camp is and
will not tell."
"I will see if she won't !" snarled the other,
coming up, pistol in hand. "Now then, you old
crone, where is the camp of the young rebel?"

. He was about to strike old Sally tn the face,,
when Dick struck him a blow on the chest whiclt
floored him in a moment. Then the old woma111
suddenly threw out her hands, and the redcoat•
put their hands to their eyes with a cry of pain..
At once the young patriot knocked down tbltl
Tories, and the witch doctor fled from the rooi&,
Dick following her.
·

,

CHAPTER IX.-The Misfortunes of Zeke
Phelps.
"By Jove! that is Dick Slater himself l" eriei
Mortonville. "Do not let him escape.
The captain was getting on his feet, and firei
·a shot at Dick.
The young patriot threw one of the men iI
the room to one side, ·a nd the captain's sholt
struck him in the shoulder and caused him ta.
give a yell of pain. Then, Dick fired a shot at
Mortonville and took off his wig, besides givinr
him a nasty scalp wound. Then he picked up ~
chair and hurled it with full force at the me11.
who were endeavoring to catch him, sweepint
down three or four of them and causing no endl
of confusion. He was out of the tavern in an:·
other moment, seeing the old woman hurryingaway. In an instant he was on his horse andl
following the old woman, saying as he reached.
her side:
"You had better take this horse, Mrs. Waters.
I can walk and make my way across lots to th&
camp."
He was out of the saddle at once, and helpinr
the old woman to mount.
"We will fool them, at any rate," old Sall-,
said. "You are a good youth, and you will bei
rewarded for it."
Then the old woman rode away while Dick
plunged into the bushes and was out of sight in &.
few moments. He heard the redcoats come thundering along the road, peering through thai
bushes, and saw them igo by at full speed.
"The old woman will fool them," he said to,
himself. "That was pepper she threw in the,
eyes of those fellows. Well, she will throw dust
in their eyes before long, and they will nevercatch her."
Then he quickly climbed a tree near at hand!
and saw the redcoats on the road, but could see
nothing of the old woman on the scrubby littl&
horse.
"She has already taken some hidden path and
has gotten away," he said, and then, seeing th.a
redcoats halt, he watched them and present}s
saw them turn and come back.
"If I can get a horse from one of those fellows," he said to himself, "it will save me ~
walk. I wonder if I can manage it?"
He came down the tree and went to the edg&
of the path, listening to catch the sound of hoofs.
and" presently hearing it. Then he came out.
upon the road and got behind a tree, watching;
for the redcoats, who shortly c\tme in sight. They
were coming on at a moderate speed evidentl:F
not caring to go too fast, and Dick smiled as,
he saw them. He allowed the first of the redcoats to go by, and then sucjdenly sprang out as
the rear line was abreast the tree and leapeL
upon the horse of the man nearest to him. Ia
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ar. instant he rolled the redcoat out of the saddle into the ditch, and, wheeling the horse like
CHAPTER X.-A Clever Capture.
lightnin,g, l'Ode away before the other redcoats
Dick did not wait till morning befo re trying
l:ad realized what had happened to their comto learn more of the plan s of the redcoats, for
panion.
He let out a tremendous yell as he rolled into he set out soon after supper to see what he
the ditch half full of muddy water, and then might find out about them. Dick was in disguise,
began to scramble out, Dick being too far away looking like a young Quaker in sober gray, with
to catch before his companions came back to a broad-brimmed hat, and his hair gathered up
investigate. Dick went on laughing, kl\owing behind and . tied with a broad, black bow. He
that the man was not hurt, although he would might have to go into places where there were
have to walk the rest of the way, as his com- redcoats, and so he was in di sguise and in very
panions would think twice before letting him little danger of being discovered. He had ridden
ride with them after being in that foul-smelling as far as the tavern, where he had been before
when he saw through the well-lighted windows
ditch.
"This is better than walking," he said to him- several redcoats sitting about the place, smokself, "and all is fair in love and war, they say." ing, drinking, playing cards and others amusDick presently entered the camp and encoun- ing . themselves.
"There is a chance that Mortonville or Huntered Mark, to whom he told all that had happened, 'the young second lieutenant always liking niwell are there," he said to himself, "and I may
to hear Dick's adventures, which were usually learn something."
Reaching the tavern, he dismounted and left
very interesting.
"You have not seen any redcoats on the road, Major on the farther side of the road behind
a clump of bushes where he would not be seen,
have you?" Dick asked.
"No; everything has been pretty quiet," Mark going into the tap-room with the utmost carelessness and apparently seeing no one. He knew
replied.
"They will ·be careful about advancing," Dick in an instant who was there, however, and reccontinued. "They are greatly puzzled to know ognized both Mortonville and Hunniwell, and
how we discover their movements when they also Tom Wrayburn. He walked over to the
think that everything is being done so secretly, corner where Tom sat, and passed him, giving a
and they have no idea that we have any means sudden low sound, which only the boy heard.
of signaling. When they have seen the smoke It was one of the Liberty Boys' signals, and
on the hilltop they have taken it to come from Tom looked up in a moment and gave Dick a
an accidental fire, and ~do not know that it is a quick glance of recognition. The young patriot
captain passed on and sat ai a table beyond
part of our system of signalling."
where the farmer boy sat. ordering
plate of
"They would try to break it up if they did," bread and cheese and a ju.g of milk, apaying
no
laughed Mark, "and we would see them coming attention, apparently, to any one. The captain
and be ready for them."
was not present, and Mortonville was able to
"We mu st keep the Liberty Boys' signal corps put on all the airs he wished, and quite overawed
at work," answered Dick, "and at the same time the others with his self-important manner.
Pi:ec;learn all we can of the enemy's moves. We ently he caught sight of Dick, and said, with
a
must do more spying. I have learned something loud laugh:
to-day, but not as much as I would have liked.
"Well, young Broadbrim, you are in lively comMore of us must go out in different directions, pany for once in your life, aren't you?
·
so that what one does not learn another may." t han singing psalms, isn't it? Give us a Bette1
song,
"The boys will all be glad to do that sort of my good fellow."
work," heartily. "I shall be glad to do some my"Mind your business," said Dick.
self, although I can do a lot up here on the hill."
Hunniwell and some of the
laughed
"We will start the boys at it to-morrow," re- heartily, and Mortonville flu shedr edcoats
crimson at the
plied Dick, and then he went down to the road quiet rebuff of the sup posed young Quaker.
and returned to the camp.
"Why, you whining young hypocrite!" he said,
Patsy and Carl came in at length and reported losing his temper, "do you mean to r ebuke me? I
that the road seemed clear of enemies of all sorts, have a mind to cut you in two, " and he strode
other boys making the same report a little later. angrily toward Dick, sword in hand.
"They may be planning some expedition
The young captain g ave Tom a quick signal,
agaiI!st us," suggested Jack Warren. "They and as the angry r edcoat ca me at him, suddenly
know that if they can g et the Liberty Boys out fired two quick shots, which overturned the near of the way a great obstacle is removed from est candelabras and put that part of t he room
their path. We are not the whole patriot army, in deep shadow.
of course, but we make things so lively for
"Open the door, Tom! " hissed Dick.
the red coa ts that they would be glad to get rid of
Then he seized the furi ous redcoat, disarmed
us."
him in an instant and, catching him up in both
"The Liberty Boys will make still more trouble ar ms, run out of the room with him, Tom having
tor them, J :.ick ," said Dick laughing, and I want cleared a way for him. The r edcoat kicked and
you all to do your best to find out all you can struggled and shouted, but Dick carried him out
about th em so that we can make still more to the road and gave a quick signal to Major.
trouble."
In a moment the intelligent animal came trot"You can depend upon us for that, captain," ting up, and Dick said to Tom:
the merry fellow replied, and all the boys the1·e
"You have a horse, Tom?"
nodded approval.
"Yes, captain," and the farmer boy whistled,
"We will start in to-morrow," said Dick.
his horse coming up at once. Dick fairly lifted
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the st r uggling officer into the saddle, jumped up
'behind, a nd gave Maj or the rein, saying : .
"Go ahead, Tom; I will keep this fellow off. "
The farmer boy da shed a head at good speed,
"!lnd Dick followed , sa ying to the lieutenant:
"You had better keep still if you know what is
.
good for you. "
Mortonville t r ied to turn and seize Dick, but
the young captain l~ave him a light blow 'on the
head with the bu tt of a pistol, and said:
"You'll get it worse the next time, so keep
still."
The moon was now up and Dick, looking back,
could see the r edcoats coming on a t a gallop,
bu t knew that he could outride them with little
trouble.
"Wait a moment, Tom," he said. " Shoot this
fellow if he cuts up any more tricks."
" A ll right, captain," replied the boy, Dick being now alongside.
· T hen Dick t ook t he lieu tenant's belt a nd bound
his arms behind him, saying to Tom:
"I am going ahea d, Tom. You are i n no danger now. I shall go to the camp at once with my
pr isoner . H e is an important one."
Then he r ode on at good speed. When he rode
int o the ca mp with the prisoner in the saddle
in front of h im, the boys all gave a shout , and
Jack Wa1·r en said, with a laugh:
"Well, Mark ought to be here t o hear about
this adventure. It will be worth telling, I know."
The lieutenant was put under close g uard, for
the boys a ll knew that he mu st be an important
pr isoner, and then Dick told of his visit to t he
tavern and his captu re of the redcoat lieutenant,
t he boys all being greatly interested, as well as
amu sed. Later he went to. Mortonville's tent,
and said:
"I ca nnot promise you anything, Lieutenant
Mortonville, but I am sure that you will reduce
the term of your captivity by giving me certain
information regarding the enemy:"
· "I won't do it," sputtered the r edcoat.
" Oh, very well, I shall not attempt to force
you," Dick r eplied, and then he left the te.nt
and did not r eturn to it nor even see the prisoner, some of the boys going away with him in
the early morning.
Dick reported what he learned to the general,
and t hen set out toward the town on foot with
the int ention of seeing fo r himself what the
enemy were doing, and g aining mor e information
r egarding t}\eir position, defenses and number of
men. Passing t he house where Tom lived, he
saw Susie Singleton coming toward him on hor s~
back. He wa s in disguise, and Susie did not
kn ow h im when she came up, being greatly sur prised at hea rin g him sav :
" Good-morning , Su sie. H ow do you f eel thi ~
morning?"
"Why, I declare, if it isn't the ca ptain!" the
girl exclaimed. "I did not kno w you at all. "
"Where were you going, Susie?" asked Dick.
"I atn going to t he town to see what I can lea r n
about the redcoats."
"I was coming to t ell you about them myself,"
the gir l replied. "I saw Zeke Phelps' father
talking with another man that I don't know, and
I heard the old man say something about being
paid for his information, and I think the other
man was a redcoat in disguise, or a spy. "
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"Where was this, Susie ?" asked Dick.
"Back here a bit. I heard them talking an<!
knew that it was about the Liberty Boys an d
the patriots, so I got off my horse and crep ,
up close to them."
"You did not hear very much ?" Dick asked.
"No, but the other man wanted to find out
something, and Zeke's fath er said he would find
it out if he was paid. Th e other fe llow sa i<l
all r ight, a nd then they went on, and I couldn't
fellow them because there wasn't any more
bushes that I could hide behind, and so I came
on to see you or some of t he Liberty Boys."
"T hat was all right," said Dick. "I will go
on and see what I can learn myself, an d perhaps
I will even run across these very people."
The young captain t hen went on, while Susie
proceeded toward the cabin where Tom W:i:ayburn lived. Keeping on for some little distance, Dick r eached the tavern where he had
ca ptur ed Mortonville, and saw t he two men, as
he su pposed, sitting at the window. One was a
roug h-looking f ellow and looked something like
Zeke, and so Dick- was almost certain tha t he
was t he boy's father. The other was dressed
bet ter, but did not look like a soldier, and Dick
decided at once that he was a British spy. As
he r eached t he tavern and was going up the
steps, the r ough looking man ca me out, the other
being a little behind him, and said:
"All right, I'll find out erbout it. Zeke'll help
me. Yew be her e a t noon an' I'll tell ye suthin'
fur sure."
CHAPTER XI.- Dick and the Spy.
Dick went into t he t a p-rnom and presently th e
spy followed and sat opposite him at t he table
in the corner where he had seated himself, a nd
said:
"You look like a clever fellow. You are not
a rebel, of course?"
" 0 ' course I ain't!" said Dick, positivel'y, never
applying the term to patriots.
"If you are a loval subject, why a ren't you
doing something for the King ?" the spy asked.
"You should be in the army."
"You donno what I'm doing," said Dick, with
a light laugh. "You donno how much I k now.
You're a spy, but how do you know that I ain' t
one myself? That could happen, couldn't it?"
"You are pretty good at r easoning, my boy.
I wanted to see how you made it out . So you
are a 'spy, are you?"
"I didn't say I was," Dick r etu r ned, giving
t he man a sly look.
"But you think I am a spy?"
"I know it!"
The man looked at Dick as if to search his
very thoughts, but it was apparent from his e:x
pression that he was not at all satisfied as t o
what the boy was.
"How do you know that I don't suspect you to
be a rebel ?" he a sked, sharply.
"You don't know what to think," Dick returned,
fixing his gray-blue eyes upon the man. "You
are puzzled. Do you know tha t I have my hand
iu my pocket and that there is a pistol in it
aimed at you I Tell me somet hing. What do you
expect to learn from old Phelps? Don't attempt
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tc> call out to attract an'Y one's attentio n, or I
"Hold on, Slater, I simply cannot go another
will fire !"
·
The man paled, and t hen moving uneasily in step."
"So you think I am Dick Slater, do you?"
his seat, mu ttered :
·
·
know you are," the man muttere d, wiping
"You are no country bumpki n. Who are you?" his"Iforehea
d with his handkerchief. "There is
"I t is not necessa ry for you to know that," not
another boy that can do what you have done, ·
quietly. "What do you want to know? How
a man, eit her, for that matter."
rrany troops the patriots have, when they are nor"And
you are readv to aclmit that there ar e
coming u p, how they intend to attack the Earl, other
and other matters of importa nce? This would laugh. spies besides yoursel f?" with a quizzica l
'
all be interest ing."
"Oh, I always knew that vou were one," reThe spy, as Dick now knew him to be, said turned the other. "I would like
to get hold of
nothing , and the young patriot continu ed:
you and take you to Yorktow n."
"Well, it is not necessa ry for you to answer.
Oh, I would get out again, all right," said Dick,
That is what you want to know. You may be careless ly.
dangero us, so I think I will take you with me.
"Indeed you would not!" ~xclaimed the other.
Get '!P and go out. Do not try to get our your "You don't know how
strongl y the place is
pistol. It is in your right-ha nd pocket, where guarded."
you can iget hold of it easily, but I had rather
"Oh, I don't think I would have much trouble, "
you did not use it. Get up!"
I.lick returne d, leading the other on.
The spy turned sallow and glared at Dick,
The spy got very excited and told a number
who said, in a low, determi ned tone:
of importa nt things, just the ones that Dick
"Do as I say, and at once! It is not absolute ly wanted to know.
necessa ry to take you with me to keep you from
"What are you going to do with me, Slater? "
doing harm. I could shoot you and that would asked the man, looking fixedly at Dick.
save a 1ot of trouble ."
"Take you to the camp, I said. Go ahead.
The young captain then gave the spy a look You a re sufficie ntly rested now. We can't stay
which caused him to get upon his feet. Dick here all day."
arose, also, and followe d the man, who walked
"If you will let me go I will give you five-- "
t C'war d the door. He saw Hunni well approac h"Don't say any more about that," interru pted
ing, the lieutena nt wearing a long, loose coat Dick. "You canr..ot bribe me, so it is 'useless
over his uniform which complet ely hid it, and fo r you to make any offers. Come, get ahead!"
said in a low tone:
The spy went ahead at a good rate, but Dick
"If the lieutena nt speaks to you, tell him you kept up wit h him, and present ly said:
"You do not need to go a head quite so fast.
are going out on importa nt busines s."
The spy went on, and Hunniw ell stopped in You will reach the camp all the sooner by so
doing."
front of him and said in a low tone:
The spy evident ly thought that he could get
"Have you heard anythin g?"
"I am going out on busines s," replied the spy, away from Dick, for he ran on all the faster.
Then Dick heard some one cominig on horseba ck
Dick being close behind him.
bt·hind him, and at the same time caught sight
"Yes, but wait a moment . I want to talk."
The man felt somethi ng pressin g against him, of Phelps coming toward him on foot. Darting
and pushed by in a hurry, nearly upsettin g the ahead before the spy had noticed the man on
lieutena nt. Then Dick followed closely and foot, Dick seized him by the collar a nd hurried
pushed Hunniw el! aside roughly , hurryin g the him in the bushes.
spy out of the door and down the steps.
"Now g o as fast as you cat," said the young CHAPT ER XII.-A
Danger ous Enemy Caught
captain .
Trippin g up the spy by a dextero us movem ent
The spy began to run, not noticing that Dick
had turned him up the road instead of down . of his foo t, Dick sent him ·on his fac e on the
He seemed to think t hat he might get far enough ground behind a clump of bushes, and at once
.
ahead of the young captain t o turn and use his sat upon him.
Peering through the bushes as he sat on the
pistol, but Dick was close behind him all the time.
The spy stopped suddenl y a little later, hoping spy's back with a pistol pressed against his ear,
to seize Dick, who, he thought , would be unable he present ly saw Lieuten ant Hunniw ell go riding
tu stop. Instead of that, Dick ran into him by, and then heard old Phelps say:
"Hi! what's yer hurry? Where' s t'other feller,
and knocked him down . Then before he could
get up the young captain was on top of him the spy, I mean?"
"I don't know," the officer replied. "Have you
a nd had taken away his pistol. ·
heard what they have done with the lieuten ant?"
"Get up!" he said, sternly, "and go on as
"No, I hain't, but 11 kin tell yer someth ing if
fast as you can, but don't try to play any tricks yer'll pay
me."
upon me or you will get the worst of it."
"What is it?" the officer asked.
The man arose in a hurry as soon as Dick
"H'm I you think I'm goin' ter tell you afore I
released him and ran on at full speed. If he get paid?"
tl'l.ought he could get away from Dick, howeve r, them youngsnorted the old Tory. "I know how
rebels find out so much about ye
he .wa s greatly mistake n. The spy was simply when
goin' ter 'tack 'em an' so git ther
unable to get away from ·him, and he kept the best onyeye,bebut
I ain't goin' ter t ell ye f ill ye pay
man running till he was nearly ready to drop. me."
The •.PY at length began to gasp and t o show
"You
are shrewd sche;r·:,:
irned
aigna • ! g lving out, and he said, in a husky voice: H umliweTll,ories
"bu t you cannot dee.: \
You
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don't know anything about it, but you think you ·
can fool me into paying for information which
.
.
you do not possess."
"That's all right, yer don't hafter believe me,
young
ther
but yew'll find out I was right when
rebels get the best on yer again. How'd the
Liberty Boys find out thet ther le_ften~nt was ~n
the tavern las' night an' run off with him? How d
they know when yer was advancin' an' all ther
time git ther best on ye?"
"They had some of their boys out watching the
road I suppose."
~ "They couldn't be on all the roads. Yew ~o,nno
how they knowed that you uns was comm so
fur ahead that they could git ready for yer."
"You don't know anything about it," snapped
the lieutenant, and then Dick heard the clatter
of hoofs and knew that he had ridden on.
"Huh! mebby. I know more'n ye think!" sputtered Phelps. "'Ye'll find it out, ter, ye stingy
•
.
tyke!"
Suddenly leaping to his feet, Dick dragged the
spy out into the road, and shouted:
"Here you thundering Tory, take hold of this
fellow a~d march him off or I'll put a hole clear
through you!"
Phelps, seein~ a pistol in his face, was forced
to obey. He seized the spy, turned him around
and marched off with him.
Dick hurried his two prisoners along, and
shortly came upon a few of the Liberty Boys, who
had seen him from the hill and had come to help
him with his prisoners. Some of them took care
of the spy and some managed old Phelps, so that
there was' no chance for either of them to get
,,
away.
"Don't see why you uns wanter take me,
growled the old Tory. "I hain't done nothin' to
ye"
"You have learned something about us and
mean to tell the redcoats," .Dicf. replied. "It will
not do to let you go for a time.
"Donno nothin' erbout yer, 'cept that you're
rebels" muttered the Tory, but Dick knew from
the s~dden flush on his face that he was not
telling the truth.
The boys hurried the two prisoners to the
camp the spy and the Tory being put in separate' tents so that they might not communicate
with each other. Hunniwell was not seen, and he
had evidently gone down some other road and
had escaped, ·perhaps not knowing anything about
the boys being so near. Dick went to the old
man and said, in a determined tone:
"You nave been spying on us, and you were
going to tell the redcoats about us. Now, why
shouldn't I hang you as a spy? That's what you
are, fast enough."
"No I ain't,'' muttered the old To1·y, evidently
greatly alarmed. "I seen the boys ersignalin',
an' then I knowed how yer allus mllnaged ter
git erhead o' the redcoats."
"You were spying, following the boys about and
seeing what they w~re doing. You did not find
out about the signals by accident."
"Wull, mebby, I didn't,': admitted Phelps, "but
I kep' it ter m'self. I didn't tell no one erbout

H:1

not give you anything because he would not
trust you, and he rode away."
The old Tory flushed, because he knew that
Dick knew the truth, and the young captain continued:
"You are not worth hanging, Phelps, but I am
going to .k eep you so that you can do no mischief. You Tories are not to be trusted."
"You lemme go an' I won't say nothin' erbout
what I done learned, captain. It was all by accident, anyhow."
"You know it was not," declared Dick. "You
followed the boys or sneaked up on them, and
discov&i·ed that they were signaling, and you
meant to tell the redcoats."
The old fellow said nothing, and Bick left the
tent, setting the Tory to work later and seeing
that he did not shirk. The spy was turned over
to the commander, Dick telling what he knew
about him. The man was thoroughly alarmed,
and gave considerable valuable information to
the patriots, in consideration of which and his
not being taken in the American camp, he was
kept a prisoner instead of being hanged. Before
long the combined American and French forces ·
were gathered before Yorktown and making
every effort to invest the place so that the enemy could not get out nor receive reinforcemen ts
of any sort. There were French soldiers on all
hands, and from time to time some of the Liberty
Boys would go into the other camps to visit or to
obtain certain needed supplies.

CHAPTER XIII.-Closin g In on the Enemy.
The Liberty Boys' signal corps was doing good
work and giving the general-in-ch ief great assistance in making known the moves of the enemy in time to prevent them from being effective.
Little by little the lines were drawn more closely
around Yorktown, and the besiegers closed in
more and more upon the enemy, so that it was
impossible for Cornwallis to get out or to re·
ceive any assistance from the outside. Convinced
that there might be some weak point in the de·
fenses, Dick determined to see if he could find
them, and so one day he set out in di!;\gllise to
the town, resolved to get in if he could, -or at any
rate to examine the defenses more closely than
ever before.
There were no redcoats at the tavern where he
had cautured Lieutenant Mortonville, nor were
there any Tories, these being more cautious than
they had been about showing themselves, so that
it was difficult to find any at this time. Neafing the town by a back road, Dick saw Zeke
Phelps coming along on the same little horse he
had ridden before, and he wondered if the boy
would know. him. Zeke did not appear to do so,
but he stopped in the middle of the road and said,
with an impudent tone:
"I kin lick yer, an' I'm goin' ter do it. Get
off'ri that hoss. I'm goin' ter ride him."
"What yer wan ter lick me fur?" illked Dick,
pretending to be very much afraid or the Tory
boy, but really laughing in his sleeve at-the idea
of Zeke's getting the best of him.
"Jist for fun," said Zeke. "I lick somebody
it."
in. Git off'n
"You were going to do so when I jumped out every mornin' jist ter keep my hand
upon you," said Dick. "The redcoat officer would thet. hos~, I tell yed" "
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D ick dismounted, an d so did Zeke. H e was no
sooner on the ground, however, than he was seized an d given a shaking which made. his teeth
chatter. T hen Dick shook hi m out of h is coat
an d waiscoat, an d nearly out of his shirt, sayin g
with a la ugh as he t hrew the boaster on t he
ground:
"You did not expect to meet me, did you ,
Zek e?"
·
"Gosh ! if it ain't tlier rebel capting o' ther
Liberty Boys !" muttered Zeke, in great astonisment.
• "Where have you b een, Zeke?" asked Dick.
"Hain't been no place," replied the T ory boy,
flushing.
"Your father is a prisoner, Zeke, working for
the Liberty Boys, and you will be doing the same
if you don't tell me what I want to know. Whe're
ha•re you been?"
"Jist down the road a piece, visitin' some relations o' mine," the Tory boy replied.
"No, you have not; you have been in Yorktown.
How did you get in?"
·: { hain 't been there ertall. Yew rebels are
got things so tight I cain't git in like I used ter."
"You have been there, Zeke, and if you don't
tell me how you did it I will give you another
shaking," and Dick advanced toward the Tory.
Zeke jumped to his feet and ran as fa st as he
. could into the woods, leaving his horse, as well
a;,; his clothes, behind him.
"The fellow has been to the town," thought
Dick, "and I must get there myself. I have
some of his clothes and his horse, and I might
take the risk. Zeke may have some password,
however, which I have not, but I might manage
it."
Then he went into the woods, put on Zeke's
coat, waist-coat and hat, and mounted his horse,
leaving his own tethered in the bushes out of
sight of the road. Riding on for a little distance,
he saw a number of men come out from behind
a bush a few rods from the road and aim their
guns at him.
.
"vVhere are you going: Zeke?" asked one.
"Inter town," replied Dick. "I done furgot
suthin', an' I gotter go agin, that's all."
"All right; only be keerful."
Dick said nothing, but rode on. Later he not iced a sudden movement among the bushes at
one side of the road, and was about to hurry on
when the old woman, Sally Wa.ters, appeared,
and said:
"Come this way, captain; it is safer. There
are guards ahead, and they will stop you."
"\Vho were the men I saw back here a bit?"
"Irregulars and camp followers. They will
rob any one, but they took you for the Tory boy,
and thev know he has nothing. I will show you
a way through the lines, but you must be care·
ful."
Tliey went on for some little distance, till at
last the old woman pointed to a narrow path and
said:
"Down aere you will find a fiat stone in the
m~ddlt: of a clump of bushes. Raise this and you
will discover an opening through ·which you can
malte your way under the breastworks and so into
the enemy's lines. · You must be cautious. The
J)assword is 'Death to rebels,' if you should hap·
pen to encounter any one."

Leaving the horse with the old woman, Diel<
went on, and at length came to the clump of
bushes and found the stone she had mentioned.
As he approached the stone to raise it, he saw
~t begin . t o move, an d he. step!led quickly back
mto the bushes at one side and waited. The
stone was lifted and two or three rough looking
fellows came out into the opening, the last one
putting the stone back in its p lace and following
t'he others. The men went on .and the young
captain raised the stone and descended into the
l:ole he saw there. Pushing on through the semiobscurity, he at length came ou t into a little
court at the back of a taver n and made his way
unobserved into the street and past a barracks.
He was able to pick u p considerable information
in a short time, and realized that the enemy were
in considerable distress and not able to endure a
very long siege. At length Dick noticed ·some
redcoats looking at him in rather a suspicious
manner, and he_determined to get away without
delay. He slipped away, therefore, and made his
way to the rear of the tavern as rapidly as he
could and without being seen. Then he entered
~he underground passage and hurried on as rapidly as he could go, not knowing if he might not
yet be followed. Nothing happened in ' the passage, however, and Dick pushed up the stone at
the end and stepped out just as the men he had
seen and another one came into the open space .
."Hallo! that's Dick Slater, the rebel spy!''
cried the strange man, and Dick recognized him
ai> one of the redcoats he had seen at the tavern
on one of his visits there.
The others set up a shout and rushed at Dick
the redcoat suddenlv aiming a pistol at him. '
There was a flash and a report and at the same
moment a figure darted out of the bushes and
sprang in front of Dick. It was Sally Waters
the old witch doctor. Her act had savedi Dick'~
life. In a moment she fell at the young patriot's
feet with i:i bu~let through her lungs. Dick whip pj!d out his pistols and fired · two or three rapid
shots at the men, who quickly dove into the un·
derground passage or darted off into the woods.
The young captain threw the stone over the
opening, and then piled other stones upon it so
as to make it more difficult to raise, and then
took up the body of the old woman and bore it
away. She did not speak again, and died a few
minutes after he had reached the road where he
had met her. Leaving the body in a ~afe place
he hurried off to the nearest signal station and
got a "!}Umber of boys with a litter to bri~g it
b~ck to the h~use on Rattlesnake Hill. They had
discovered this at lenth, and here they buried
the poor creature who had done so much for the
cause and had at last given her life in order to
save Dick. The secret passage wa:s closed up,
and no more redcoats or camp followers made
their way out by it. The combined armies close'll
in more and more upon the enemy, and at last
Cornwallis was fo rced to surrender, as Diek and
many of the boys had predicted he would. There
was still much for the Liberty Bo.ys to do, and
they shortly left Virginia and. went elsewhere to
continue the fight for independence, gaining
new laurels.
Next wetk's i~sue will con•ain "THE LIBERTY BOYS TAKING THE FORTS; or,
AGAINST THE ROYAL YORKERS."
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CURRENT NEWS
SNAP-ON EYE SHADES FOR SPECTACLES
For workers under strong or glaring lights
a small shade has been devised, says Popular Mechanics, which will be a boon t o those who wear
.
glasses.
The shades are made of a t ranslucent m at erial
which has the effect of mellowing the light-gla r e
and can be snapped on and off the spectacleframe s in an instant, thus obviating the necessity of having another p a ir for st r eet wear.
The eye-strain and fatigue from working under
power ful lights should be greatly lessened by this
practical device.
TYPE W RITING ..RECORD
The a lmost incredible r ecord for typewriting,
set by Albe r t T angora of Paterson, N . J., a few
days ago, a t the annua l Busin ess Show held at the
Sixty-ninth Regiment armo r y, Lexington avenue
and Twenty-sixth str eet, New York City, wil remain a m a rk for speed dem on s to a im at for a
long time, according to authorities at the exhibition.

Tangora pounded out 9,120 words in an h our
and, after penalties were depucted,_ was still credit ed with a speed of 147 words a mmute. He ~eat
by a single word George Hossfield, four times
holder of the record.
CLOCK WITH A WEATHER.
INDICATOR
On the tower of the German Museum in Munich in the dial plat e of what is probably t he only
public barometer of its kind in existence. It shows
the weather conditions for the city of Munich
very accurately. The figures on the dial show
the height of the mercury in centimeters·; 71 is
the average height for Munich, so that a swing
ta the right indicates fair weather, to the left bad
times ahead.
The hand on the tower is connected electrically
to an ordina ry spring barometer which is located elsewhere in the building and whose slight- .
est movement is automatically followed by the
towf,)-r-hand.
REPLACES

_... JUST ISSUED -al
A ROUSING DETECTIVE STORY in

MYSTERY MAG ZINE, No. 145·
Get a copy and read

.

"ON THE YELLOWS"
By FRANK BLIGHTON
It contains a fine plot-how a man, convicted by a fingerprint, became involved in an exciting r evolt in prison and finally proved that fingerprints can
be forged.

Another of the great "'GUTTERSID E" series

"THE MATE OF 'THE MOOSE' "
By NEIL McCONLOGUE
['his number contains Edwin A. Goewey's exciting story

"THE CURSE OF NADIR"
In addition there are three short det ective stories-''THE TIGER-EYE E MERALD," by Hugh Thomason; "MAN TO MAN," by Hamilton Craigie;
"PETER'S PRETTY PLAY," by Robert Russell. Also a special ~:ticle showihg how the cleverest crnoks in the world invariably leave some clue behind that
betrays them-"TRIFLiNG SLIPS TRIP MOST CROOKS" is the title and
Allan Van Hoesen is the author. There are also a number of short, snappy articles-DO NOT MISS READING THEM!

PRICE 10 CENTS A COPY

OUT TODAY ON ALL NEWSSTANDS
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Against The Trust
-OR-

THE YOUNG LUMBERMAN'S BATTLE
By RALPH MORTON

(A Serial Story.}
CHAPTER XXII.
Big Ben Bates Asserts H's Boss.
"Let go that rope!''
He faced the men who held it, and his eyes
· blazed with honest wrath as he uttered the command.
Skillful and plucky and strong as he was, there
is no doubt that any two of the brawny men would
have been more than a match for him, but the
wonderful prowess of this young lumberman had
been so impressed on the minds of the loggers in
that section of the country, that not a man
thought of disobeying him.
Unitedly they let go of the rope, and the dangling body went down swiftly t o the ground.
Then Ben turned his gaze on the man who was
nearest to Fred Danby.
"T ake off that noose," he quietly said.
He had no sort of weapon with him, but his
fists were doubled up, and that was quite enough
to support the order. "Without question the man
ran up to Fred Danby and 1•apidly slipped the
noose from the neck of the strangling incendiary.
The latter lay back on the ground, but a single
glance at him showed the young lumberman that
the man was breathing, and then he turned his
attention t o the men who were holding the deputy
sheriff.
They were still gripping him hard in their excitement over the hanging, which had been intensified by the sudden appearance and attack on
the part of Ben Bates.
As a matter of fact, the deputy sheriff had been
just as much excited as any of the rest, and knowing the reputation that clung to Big Ben Bates,
he had enjoy,ed seeing him in action, and was now
gazing wonderingly at "the limp form of Lawyer
Lee, and too much interested in what he was
looking at to make any attempt to release himself.
"Let go of that ·officer," softly said Ben, opening and closing his fists as he addressed the two
men who were AAlding the deputy sheriff, and
evidently with the idea in both their minds that
Ben meditated an attack on them if they delayed in obeying the order, both brawny log~er s
let go their holds with such suddenness that Winifred, who had slowly and quietly ridden up close
t o the spot, could hardly keep from laughing.
George Danby was lying on the litter in a half
unconscious condition, and knew scarcely anything of what was going on.
"Now," said Ben, addressing the two men who

..

had been holding- the sheriff's deputy, "you unfasten the thongs that you have put around Fred
Danby's feet and stand him up."
The men hastened to obey, a nd a moment later
the prisoner was standing on hi s feet and taking
in a full supply of air.
At the same time Lawyer Lee gave a sort of
combined grunt and groan, and then drew a long
breath and sat up on the ground.
He looked wonderingly around him, for it must
be remembered that he had not seen Ben coming,
and did not even know what had hit him.
He was no fool, however, and when he looked
at the deputy sheriff standing free, Fred Danby
erect and filling hi s lungs with air, the rope trailing u selessly from the limb and the sheepish expression on the faces of his followers, and finally
looked up to the stern coun tenance of his youthful employer, he got a very fair idea of what had
happened.
' "Say, Jim," he said, addressing one of the men
who had joined him in the lynching, at the same
time fixing his eyes on Big Ben Bates, "did that
boy knock me stiff?"
"No," slowly answered the other, "I can't say
that he did. After he hit you, Lee, you crumpled
up like a wet dishrag. You can't call that being
knocked stiff, can you?"
The rough loggers laughed at this humorous
question.
•
"Now, you men," suddenly spoke up Ben Bates,
"I want you to listen to me, and pay attention t o
what I'm saying.
"I'm your boss, and I'm the boss of the camp ,
and when anything is to be done I'm the one to
give the order.
"I can understand what your feelings were towards these two men who would have put you out
of a season's work if they had been successful in
their incendiary designs, and I know perfectly
well that hanging is not any too good for them,
and that it is less than they deserve, but I want
you all to understand that if they were to be
hung for their villainy I was the one to order it
done, and the mere fact that I sent for the justice
and the deputy sheriff should have been armament enough.
"It is mighty fortunate for you all that I happened to ride along in this neighborhood and saw
what was going on, for the trust, which I am
fighting, would have had me arrested for this
lynching, and would not have lacked witnesses f or
their case~ for with their money they can do almost anytning. Ten of you are ·men who came to
me from Tennyson's gang, and not a m an of you
would have escaped arrest and trial because that
would have been a good way to get square with
you.
"Now let it be understood that just as long as
any of you work for me in the woods, that I am
the boss and give the orders. I'm giving orders
now that all except the four men who were detailed to escort the deputy, start on the road for
camp.
Does anybody want to dispute that
order?"
He looked around him quietly, but could see no
signs of mutiny on the faces of the men.
(To be continued.)
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GOOD READING
ASPIRIN WILL FRESHEN CUT FLOWERS
A P aris savant says th at a n ordinary a spirin
tablet dissolved in warm wa ter will fres hen the
most delicate cut flower s in vases, while a piece
of cotton soaked in a similar solution and wrapped
around t he stem of a flo wer worn in the buttonhole will keep it fre sh for a long per iod.
W ORD OF HONOR ENOUGH
Traveling from Montana to Eaton, 0., without
escor t , R obert Kiracofe, age t went y, r eached Eaton 1 Ind. an d surren der ed to the County Sheriff,
as he p1'.omised t o do. On a rraignment in the
Preble County Cir cuit Court on a charge of grand
larceny, he plea ded .not guilty and went to jail
in default of bond of $800.
Kiracofe, it is alleged, t ook hogs from Preble
County to Dayton, sold them and failed to account t o t he owner, his uncle, for the p r oceeds
of the sale. Kiracofe, who is said to have been
accompanied by a n other young m an of Preble
County, wa s a r rested in a sm all town in Montana.
Inst ead of g oing after the p r isoner, t he sher iff
decided to " take a chance" on the youn,g man's
honor, a nd forw arded him sufficient money to return to E a ton.
KING CRAB QUITS JAPAN
The king cra b, fo r merly only found in merchantable <J.U antities n ear J a pan , has invaded ·the
waters of Cook Inlet, Prince William Sound, off
Sitka and Bering Sea, in such numbers that four
canneries in Alaska are packing the giant shell
fish. About 20,000 ca ses is tbe expected output,
worth $35 a case, or $700,000.
The king crab measu res from three to five feet
from tip to tip of t he huge claws, or pinchers,
and in w eight from four to twelve pounds. The
largest specimen of the king cr ab, of which Dean
John N . Cobb of t he College of Fisheries, University of W ashingt on, h as h eard, was found in
the nets of a J apanese fisherman, and measured
19 feet from tip to t ip, weighing forty pounds.
Just why these crabs .should migrate to the
American sh ores is a mystery. Pacific Coast
packing pl an ts will turn to crab packing on a
large scale.
FISH TELEPHONE THEIR WHEREABOUTS
Fish when they swim make a noise, and this
can be de tected by the t elephone, according to the
Scientific American, w hich says :
Most of us have watched with interest the
movements of shoa ls of fi sh ben eath the surface
of the sea or of a lake, but few will have a ssociated with those m ovemen ts the idea of noise.
Nevertheless, such movements do make a noise,
and Norwegian fisher men, it is said, .ha ve taken
advantage of that fact to devise an arrangement
to assist them in detecting and locating fish at
consider able dept hs. They lower a microphone
by means of a wil-e from their boat into the
water, the other end of the wire being connected
with a telephone rece iver on the boa t. As t he
latter slowly proceeds on her course in sear ch of

a h aul, an oper a tor keeps the receiver of the telephone to his ea r and he can tell instantly when
a shoal of fi sh is being approached.

OLDEST SKULLS YET FOUND
A new link in the scientific theory of human
evolu t ion may be forged from mat eria ls found
in excavat ioHs made on Bur t on Mound, near
Sa nta Ba r bar a, Cal., by J. P. H a rring ton of the
Smithsonian Institution. The sh ape and contour
of skulls foun d indica te they belonged t o an age
earlier than that in which th e Neande rthal man
lived in Cent ra l Europe, Dr. H a rrington believes.
The Nean derthal man possessed a f ar gr eater exp aRse of forehea d than th e Santa Barba ra primitive, he said, and comparison of the two crania
indicates that the N ean derthal man was in the
more a dvanced st ag es of civilization.
Proof t hat the San t a Ba rbara primitive man
possessed crude tool,; 11nd ui e.nsi ls wa s fo urd h
the hardpan in which the skulls were unea rth Prl.
The scientists penetrated the hardpan to a depth
of 44 inch es below t h e level ; with the skeletal ma t eri al was found and discovered primitive instrum ents resembling mortars and pestles made from
stone. Rude flints of a cultural age hitherto unknown to archeologists also were found.
Further investigations will be made on the same
spot by Dr. Harrington and his assistants. Anot her body of explorers under Dr. Harrington
will go to Point Magu in V,entura County to make
fu r ther in vestigation of the spot wher e the skeleton of a mastodon and other primitive fossilized
remains were uncovered recently.
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INTERESTING RADIO NEWS AND HINTS
NEW RADIO SLEW HIS PET MONKEYS
Friends of Captain George Rose, master of the
Munson liner Pan-Americam, were disappointed
when the vessel docked because of his failure to
bring them monkeys for pets as promised. But
no one ever doubted the veracity of Captain Rose
-not even his friends-so thev will be on hand
,..-hen he returns from South American ports.
When, the Pan-American sailed from Santos
Brazil, Captain Rose said, he had two monkeys
tied with light ropes on the bridge. No one was
assigned to watch them so they grasped the first
opportunity of chewing through the leashes and
in a short time were discovered on the fo1·emast,
having climbed up the signal halyards.
Efforts to bring them down were unavailing.
They climbed a guy stay to the funnel and sought
:refuge on a small platform near the whistle.
When the whistle was blown in the course of navigation the little fellows scampered out on the
wireless antennae, which, according to Captain
Rose, were slippery from rain. They slipped
from one end of the antennae to the other--this is
the skipper's story-when suddenly they were
electrocuted and fell to the deck. The wireless
operators were sending out messages; hence the
electric current.
REDUCE ANTENNA RESISTANCE
It is estimated by engineers that the current
picked up by the antenna is about three-trillionths
of the energy broadcast from the transmitting
station's aerial. Conservation of the feeble impulses is extremely important for long-di stance
reception and loud signals. Resistance in the antenna obstructs much of the performance. So
weak are many of the concerts reaching the antenna that a few unnecessary ohms in the wires
will make it impossible for the music to get to the
receiving instruments. Too much resistance in
the antenna is like an obstruction in a waterp!pe-the flow is stopped or greatly reduced. ·
Stranded copper, stranded phosphor bronze or
Litzendraht wire provides an easier path for the
high frequency currents than a solid wfre of
copper or phosphor bronze. There is no need of
a soldered joint in a single wire antenna as used
by most broadcast listeners. The antenna proper
can be extended to serve as the lead-in eli~inating
a break. A join in the wire. although it may be
soldered, is likely to cause some resistance due to
the difference in metah;, the soldering flux between the joints and the effect produced in the
wire by the application of the hot soldering iron
or torch.
"SP AG HETTI"
"Spaghetti" in radio parlance is ·varnished
tubing or insulated sleeving used to cover wires.
It is made by slipping cotton sleeving over nickelplated wire, thoroughly saturating or impre,gnatmg the sleeving with insulating vamish. The
diuoinlZ and bakine: JJrocess is i·eueated ei£ht or

ten times, until about a dozen layers of varnish
is built up around the cotton tube, giving a breakdown resistance of 7,000 volts. After each coat
of varnish is baked on, it is rubbed down with
rottenstone and water. The insulating varnish is
composed of lin seed oil and gum.
There is a differnnce between "impregnated"
and "dipped" spaghetti. Less labor is required
in the production of the "dipped" variety and
thus it is sold at much lower nrices. "Dipped"
spaghetti will withstand breakdown tests averaging 5,000 volts. "Radio tube" is another type
consisting of a cambric strip Tolled into a tube
and 11eavily coated with an insulating compound.
This tubing will withstand 1,000 volts and can be
used efficiently to insulate the wiring of the radio
r eceivin.u et.
THE SPEAKING FLAME
It begins to appear as though the carbon microphone, which has long been employed for the
conversion of sound waves into 'electrical variations in wire telephony and radio telephony, is
doomed to extinction-at least as far as the radio
end of its application is concerned. For wire
telephony it must continue in use, because it is
simple and fairly efficient; but for the transmission of radio programs the usual ca~·bon microphone is by no means satisfactory. We have already told of the Fallo-photo-phone transmitter
used in the WGY broadcasting station of the General Electric Company, and the glow transmitter
in the KDKA Westinghouse station. Now we
have to report the DeForest speaking flame transmitter, which is a development of Dr. DeForest's
phonofilm 01· talking pictures. "Take the ordinary bat-wing gas burner or a certain form of
Welsbach mantel gas light, or special forms of
oxy-acetylene gas flames, in sert two heat-resisting electrodes therein in prope1· relation to the
flame and to each other, connect these electrodes
to an appropriate electro-motive force, and you
will then have an extremely sensitive sound converter which gives an electric reproduction of the
sound waves in the air enveloping the flame,
which is of an entirely different order of fidelity .
from that ever obtained from any form of microphonic device, u sing a diaphragm, whether this
be of the carbon, electro-magnetic, or electrostatic variety," states Dr. DeForest. "In my
phonofilm work we have found in the same way
that when a series of very fine and very short
platinum wires are heated to a dull red from a
local source of current, the resistance of these
wires changes, alternately increasing and decreasing in conformity with the sound waves impinging the1·eon; so that from a telephone b·ansformer connected in series with a battery and this
thermo-micrnphone, a remarkably faithful rep1·esentation of the sound waves is obtained, even
though the frequency of these be as high as 3,000
per second. The sensitiveness of this device is
greatly enhanced through a gentle stream· of air,
by fluid evaporation in the neii;hborhood, or by
othe1· auxiliary means. Of all the diavhra.l!'Dl
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types of transmittern, unquestionably the electro' static type as perfected by engineers of the Western Electric Company, comes nearest to approximate perfection. While this is extremely insensitive compared with the best carbon microphone
types, there is no comparison between the fidelity
of reproduction by the two means. But one listening in a telephone to the r eproduction by
means of the flame microphone, and then by
means of the -electro-static microphone, will at
once exclaim that the fidelity of i·eproduction in
the first case is of quite a differnnt order from
that obtained even from the highly perfected dial phragm of the best electro-static microJ?hone."
REDUCTION OF AMPLIFIER NOISES
The construction and operatioll of the good
detector and two-stop amplifier unit which will
function in a satisfactory manner over a period
of time, is a more or less elusive goal. Some amplifiers, when first constructed, work very well
for a few weeks, and then become more and more
noisy in operation, .a condition. which may ~e d~e
to improperly soldered connections. To avoid this
source of annoyance, all soldered connections
should be made with a good rosin-cored solder,
and never with acid, which causes corrosion later
on. Even when all the best practices are strictly
adhered to, a two-stage audio-frequency amplifier may be rather noisy in its operation, and
nearby stations may produce unpleasant signals
when both stages are in use. In order to render
the amplifier more quiet in ~ts action, resistances
of about one-half megohm, in the form of grid
leaks, are connected across the secondaries of the
amplifying transformers.
.
These resistances are usually made so that they
may be readily detached from the spring clips
which support them, when it is desired to utilize
the maximum output of the amplifier for the reception of very ~eak signals. In . other wor_ds,
these resistances introduce a cer tam loss whi ch
is not appreciabl~ when _the sig_nal is strong and
the improvement in quality of signals counteracts
the slight loss in quantity of sound. Such a device as thi s r esistance has been aptly termed a
"losser " for the reason pointed out.
Anotber source of annoying noise in an amplifier results from partially open circuits in the
amplifying transformers. Some types of amplifying transforme rs have soldere~ connec~ions to
the windin gs and the flux u sed m soldering the
very fine wil'c , wi~h which such tr~n s fo r m ~ r s a r e
wound in time will corrode the wire, causing an
open ~ircuit. This · process is accompanied by
sounds simila r to static, which is apparent even
when the amplifier is disconnected from the antenna circuit. The sound gradually becomes more
frequent a nd anno_Ying, and eventu.ally the set ~s
rendered inopera tive. The corrosion process is
hastened when the apparatus is exposed to dampness which accounts for the failure of many
transformers during the summer months. The
remedy for this trouble is to employ tran sformers in which care is exercised to prevent corroeion and the instrument is mechanically strong
as well as electrically perfect.
The "A" and "B" batteries are anot he r source
of much of the locally developed noi se which is
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heard in many amplifiers. When either of these
units is allowed to deterio1·ate and is not given
proper attention, momentary changes in voltage
occur which, though slight, are sufficient to cause
a sound in the telephone receivers. Proper charging of the "A" battery and replacement of the
" B" batteries when in use for a period equal to
their shelf life or when discharged, often remedies
this trouble. If the noises still persist, it may be
necessary to shunt each battery with a very high
resistance to absorb the changes in voltage. It
is desira·ble to resort to such a measure only
when absolutely necessary, since such a device is
really a "losser" and introduces a certain loss
in the circuit.
Another source of trouble in amplifiers lies in
the jac~s used for plugging in the telephones on
the var10us steps. The contacts in these devices
sometimes become oxidized sufficiently to cause
imperfect connection or contact.
TONE OF WHISTLE INDICATES SOURCE
Do you sometimes hear a whistling noise while
~istening to a l_oc~ concert? If you always hear
it the trouble is m your own set and dependingon your hook-up cquld be cleared up by a small
fixed condenser across the poirtt of trouble.
If it comes and goes intermittently you may
be sure that some neighbor is guilty. His tubes
are oscillating and his set is acting as a small
transmitter. Every time he moves the rotor coils
in his set through some certain position you hear
the ~hirp ~r howl from the interference set up
by his receiver with the carrier wave of the station to which your set is tuned.
But if it is a steady whistle ·the trouble is
p1·obably caused by a distant station transmitting
on almost the same wave length as the local
station. ~his is called "heterodyning" and is the
same beatmg effect that you get by striking two
n_o tes on the piano at half tone apart. The carrier waves have frequencies of around a million
vibrations per second, so that the beats come tog!)ther muc~ o~tener than they can on the piano
and the wh1stimg note of the beat is very high
pitched:
Since the whistle is caused by the interference of the carrier waves and not of the concert
itself, the whistle will continue between selections. When the local station signs off and s tops
its .carrier wave the whistle stops alsq. Then by
tunmg your own set a little higher or lower very
carefully you should be able to bring in the more
distant station t hat caused the trouble.
The new assignment of wave lengths was supposed to prevent t his sor t of interfe1·ence. But
the powerful stations can b roadcast over such a
wide range tha t a receiver is quite Sure some
time to pick up two sta tions on very nearly the
same wave. Many of t he broadcasting stations
have their ewn li stening posts now to check the
way the concerts are coming over. If the listening post hears t his whistling it tries at once to
find what the carrier wave of the other station is.
Then it reports to its own station whether to
raise or lower the wave length to get further
away from the ether. In this wav the heterodyning is reduced and the better sets have a chance
to cut it out entirely.
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WHAT DID IT COST TO DISCOVER
AMERICA? '
The cost of the expedition which resulted in
the discovery of the Wes tern Continent has, after
a careful inquiry, been estimated at last. The
total cost of Columbus's epoch-making voyage- has
been placed at about $7,250.
Columbus himself received not more than $320
for his tremendous labors-a price which seems
scarcely adequate. The commanders of his other
two ships received about $130 each, while the average wage of the sailors on the voyage was
about $29-a trifle lower than the· current rates.
With ocean travel where it is to-day one is inclined to envy the intrepid Christopher in spite
of the discomforts he encountered. With his
scale of prices the cost of passage must have been
ridiculously low. One can imagine the posters
on the wall s of Barcelona-"Special Excursion
Rates to San Salvador-Passage $6.75 for the
round trip-Join the Explorers and See the
·world."

ITEMS OF INTEREST
WHISTLING BUOYS
A · whistling buoy has traveled from the Canadi;m Atlantic coast to the Scilly Isles, southwest of Great Britain, and in 1911 a Canadian
buoy drifted from Vancouver Island to the Australian coast. The average speed of a di·ifting
Buoy is three miles an hour and sometimes on the
edge of the Gul-f Stream they have moved at
seven miles.
HOW TO GET RID OF ANTS
Popular Mechanics presents a simple and effective method of trapping and permanently disposing of tin!- ubiquitous ant. Soak a sponge in
sweetened water and place it where the insects
are most frequently found. They will crawl into
the pores of the sponge in search of the sweet"
ness, and when the sponge is well tenanted it may
be dropped into boiling water. The process may
be repeated indefinitely, as the sponge will last a
long time. The lure may be used outdoors as well
as m by placing the sponge near the holes in the
ground.
'
MOVIES GRIP ALASKA
The film craze grips all Alaska. Motion picture
houses in the northern territory have increased
100 per cent. in six months. Theatres are housed,
temporary in shacks, lofts and on board anchored
ships, in salmon canneries and the roadhouses
along the trails.
The movies have supplanted in a large way the
card rooms, billiard and pool halls, dancing and
gaming. Among Alaskans there is a demand for
the so-called society picture of balboom splendor,
exquisite costumes and elaborate settings. The
typic;tl "g.od-forsaken" northern pictures and the
wild west ,Indian-bandit kind do not find favor
with the Alaskans. They like those with foreign
setting, news reels, comedy and scenic delineation.
To keep up the interest shown in pictures managers have large numbers of films on hand for
quick change should any picture prove unfavorable. By an interchange system the whole territory uses the reels.

LAUGHS
"Young man," stormed the irate father "I'll
cut you off with a dollar!" "How about l~tting
me have it now, dad?" inquired the unlucky one.
Exasperated Magazine Editor (to talkative autlwr-Tell me, do you get paid by the week, or so
much per thousand words?
Edith-Haven't you and Jack been engaged
long enough to get married? Ethel-Too long!
He hasn't got a cent left.
"Here, young man, it's against the law to spit
on this floor." "Then why did you put that sign
up?" '"What sign?" '"Fine for Spitting.''
School Inspector-Now, children, if I wanted to
become a joiner, what would I require that at
present I haven't got? Smart Pupil-A character, sir!
Judge-You are charged with being a deserter
having left your wife. Are the facts of the cas~
true? Prisoner-No, your Honor, I am not a
des~rter. Just a refugee.
A Hebrew came home and found his wife with
little Ikey in her arms singing him to sleep with a
lullaby like this, "By-low, baby; by-low, baby."
The Jew on seeing this was all smiles and proudly
said to his wife, "Dat vas right, you teach him to
buy low and I'll teach him to sell high.''
Young Mr. Benderbury landed home late from
a whist drive. He brought a prize-a large oil
lamp. He handed it proudly, if unsteadily, to his
sister. "It's so like you," said his sister, and Mr.
Benderbury looked pleased. Then she continued:
"It's good looking and wants a lot of attention;
unsteaEiy on its legs, and when half oiled inclined
to explode; flares up occasionally; out at bedtime and smokes too much."
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INTERESTING ARTICLES
VACCINATING CHICKENS
County Farm Agent Brown in New Yersey has
vaccinated 8,000 hens with a serum, protecting
them against chickenpox, croup, canker and pneumonia. The serum, injected under the wind, did
not interfere with laying.

bridge has long been felt. The location of the
bridge was decided upon because of the narrowness of the river at that point and because of the
natural cliffs of rock will provide ample support
for the weight of the structure.

GETS HOME JUST IN TIME TO STOP HIS
OWN FUNERAL
Garrett Van Denburgh, 70, reported dead for
two days, returned home just in time to interrupt
plans for his funeral. The body beside which his
wife and children were mourning proved to be
that of Richard Gordon of Carlyle.
The men resembled each other so closely that
when the body was found it was supposed to be
that of the missing Van Denburgh. The latter
said he had been digging potatoes on a farm
eight miles from Gloversville, N. Y.

PAWNEE ROCK, FAMOUS LANDMARK
T.he transformation of western Kansas from
a treeless plain to a land of verdure and forest
has almost abolished one feature of the landscape which on the pioneer days was widely and
justly famous-Pawnee Rock.
This rock, rising abruptly from the plain, was
at one time a landmark, visible for miles along
the old Santa Fe trail. To-day the trees that are
thickly covering the surrounding plain with a
forest growth obscure it until the famous rock
can hardly be seen any more across country.
In the days before settlers nestled near the
rock it must have been plainly visible for many
miles in any direction. From its crest one can see
twenty miles to the east and south along the
valley of the Arkansas .River.
The Rock covers approximately five acres and
rises abruptly from the plains. There are no
rocks of similar formation anywhere near. It is
just a huge pile of reddish volcanic stone, upturned by some upheaval in the earth. Its northern and western slopes are covered with loose
soil. The south and east slop~ of the rock are
bare and sheer in their ascent from the plain.
The rock. js about a quarter of a mile north of
the old Santa Fe trail on the western arc of the
great bend of the Arkansas River midway between the cities of Great Bend and Larned. It is
located on the map by the town of Pawnee Rock
on the Barton-Pawnee county lines.
It was here that the settlers and Forty-niners,
the whole vanguard of pioneers in the West, had
to meet the enemy, the Pawnee Indians. From
the rock they had perfect observation on every
wagon train that followed the old Santa Fe trail.
The bloodiest Indian battles in Kansas pioneer
history, and indeed that of all the West, were
fought at Pawnee Rock.
The lives of scores of pioneers were given up
on this sacrificial mound that civilization might
proceed westward. The land which .the rock is
on was given to the State by Benjamin Unruh in
1908, through the influence of the women's organizations which were behind the movement to make
it a State park. The Women's Kansas Day Club
started this movement on its organization in 1906.
The rock was presented before both houses of the
Legislature in 1909 by Mrs. J. S. Simmons of
Hutchinson, then president of the Women's Kansas Day Club. Governor Stubbs accepted for the
State.
The development of the park includes the construction of a stone gateway and wall, an observation tower on the top of the rock, the mounting
of two pieces of artillery, the erection of a flagpole and of a memorial monument. The monument is a granite shaft rising nearly forty feet
above the top of the rock.

SUSPENSION BRIDGE TO BE
BUILT
'
The world marveled when famous old. Brooklyn
Bridge was built. Many scientific construction
engineers said it couldn't be done and that the
bridge wouldn't stand the strain . It has stood for
over 40 years, and since its construction other
larger and more wonderful bridges have been
built, but the mind of the public still holds old
Brooklyn Bridge in a place of reverence. It is
one of the landmarks of New York, and every visitor, before he leaves, must see the bridge or go
back to his home in Ohio or Indiana or Kentucky and admit that he has failed to see one of
THE sights of New York-or of the whole country, for that matter. The position of Brooklyn
Bridge in the minds of popular fancy is secure,
for it was the first of its kind. But in the list of
remarkable engineering feats the old bridge has
long ceased to hold its position at the top. Greater
bridges have been built and these greater ones
have been surpassed by still greater ones.
At present the Williamsburg Bridge across ·the
East River in New York City ha1:1othe longest center span of any suspension bridge in the world,
but it will soon give up its supremacy and go
down into the list of also rans. Bear MountainHudson River bridge wihch is being constructed
near Peekskill, N. Y., will hold sway as the
greatest-for a time. T~is new st_ructure which
will be opened about April, 1925, will have a center span of 1,632 feet-32 feet longer than that
of the Williamsburg Bridge. Its towers will rise
to a height of 360 feet, while the height of the
bridge span will be 155 feet-20 feet higher than
any of the bridges in New Nork City.
The rap id growth of the population of New
York and the automobile industry have raised a
crying demand for roads to cool country regions
in the summer, and the problem of supplying adequate road facilities for the thousands of machines has been a difficult one. Ferries crossing
the Hudson River int?...New Jersey have been unable to take care of the _!crowds
and the need
of a'
1.1 ')•.u
~
'
LONGEST
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HERE AND THERE
PULLS TACK FROM GIRL'S HEAD WITH
NIPPERS
When Edith Mezarts, aged 4 1-2, complained 0f
a pain in the head recently her mother found
the liead of an eight-penny nail amid her locks.
They hurried to the home of Dr. W. J. Sarzenza
1152 Bay street Rosebank, Staten Island. He was
unwilling to pull the nail. He went with them to
the Staten Island Hospit al but Dr. Edward
• Jensen also decided an opel'ation would be ri!?ky.
Tl)ey sent for a specialist, but before he got there
the child cried so lustily that Dr. Jensen got a
pair of nippers and pulled out the "nail." It
was a short tack with an eight penny head. It
pl'obably became_ imbedded in the child's scalp
as she played in the sand near her home at South
Beach.
OWNS FIRST GREENBACK
Miss Louise H. Sands, No. 510 Decatur street,
Brooklyn, N . Y., is the possessor or a rare n_umismatic item-the first $1 ,greenback ever issued by the United States Government. In the
left-hand upper corner of the bill is the vignette
or picture of the Hon. Salmon P. Case, who was
:Secretary of the Unite~ Sta.tes Treasury at tl~e
time of issue.· In the nght-hand upper corner 1s
the denomination of the bill, and near to it, in i·ed
ink the number, a figure "l." In the centre near
the' upper edge-it bears the legend: "Act of July
11, 1862."
Across the face of the bill is printed: "The
United States will pay the bearer One Dollar at
the Treasury in New York."
On the lower part of the bill is i~scrij:>ed:
"Washington, Aug. 1, 1862. L. E. Chittenden,
Registrar, F. E. Spinner, Treasurer."
In the left -hand corner is a "1," designating the
value of the bill, and just above it t~e ~etter seri~s
A On the reverse side. or back 1t 1s green m
c~lor with the figu1·e "1" near each end, designating t.he value, and over the figu r e printed the
word "one."
In the centre in a circle is printed: "This note
is legal tender f?r all debts, _public and private,
except duties on imports and interest on the public debt and ·is receivable in payment of all loans
made t~ the United States."
·
"Greenbacks" of this character had behind them
the "fiat" of the Government, and so went into
circulation as pay for soldiers and supplies during
the Civil War. They became much depreciated
but reached par in 1878, a year or so before the
resumption of specie payments by Uncle Sam.
The name lent itself to a powerful political movement at several periods during the seventies,
which reached a high-water mark in 1880, when
Gen. John B. Weaver of Iowa, ran for President
on a "greenback" platform.
Maine went "greenback" at the September election in 1880, and the alarm so caused led to a gigantic effort on the pa~·t of the R~publicans,
backed by sound money interests, which electecl
Jame' .A. Garfield.

MADE OVER FACES TO BE COMMON
Children of the future will be taken to the facial
surgeon for the construction of a pleasing physiognomy, j u st as to-day they are taken to the
de~_tist, accordii:g to Dr. Henry J . Schireson,
facial and plastic surgeon of Chicago, who is at
the Hotel Pennsylvania for a few days while he
fixes up $Orne New York faces according to the
latest esthetic standards.
· There is no longer any need for the business
man to hide his weak chin beneath a goatee for
a professor to hide his Ben Turpin eyes be'hind
bone glasses, or for a prize fighter to cover hill
cauliflower ears in a Tam o' Shanter. All that is
necessary is that the unc<lmely one pick out a
model of a face that every one and not only his
mother can love, and the facial surgeon will do
the rest.
It takes three minutes to straighten out cross
eyes and twenty to build up a good strong chin
according to the Chicago facial expert who i~
the man responisble for the new super~tructure
?n the fa_ce of Fanny Brice. The process, he says,
1s very simple, and the only difficulty ior the subject is in deciding between having a Grecian or
a Roman nose, or how large an ear will really
look the best.
Faces m ake a man, in the opinion of the sculptors in flesh, and they are ready to do their part
in helping every man to be an Apollo and every
woman a Venus.
r
The changes need not be permanent. If one
gets tired of a rather receding chin it can be
built out again, and if one is interested in sports
where a prominent chin might offer a worthy
target it can be made less obstusive.
The actress can choose her fact to fit her part.
The young college graduate may acquire wrinkles
the aging dowager have them erased. New ski~
for old and a veritable fountain of youth seem to
have been discovered. Let any woman bring to
the facial surgeon a beautiiul movie queen and
the _movie queen's, pulchritude is conferred on the
envious one.
This i_s all perfectly possible now, according to
Dr. Sclu_reson, and in his clinic in Chicago he is
perfoz:mmg· many_ operations a day along these
very Imes. Here m New York he has been asked
~Y fourteen si.:rgeons. to treat some fifty-six patie~ts. There 1s nothing new in the idea, he says,
as it was started by the Romans, who had their
surgeons build them new ears and noses when
they were cut off at the whims of emperors.
Facial and plastic surgery has been studied
particularly in Germany, Dr. Schireson explained
but it was during the war that i t made its great~
est strides and engaged the serious attention of
the- best surgeons in t he world. Some thing had to
b<· done fo r t he men whose faces we r e shattered by
shells, ai:d. surgery rose. to the emergenc~.. Now-,
m the opm1on of the Chicago surgeon, plastic Slll'gery has come to stay and no man need p
through life handicapped by facial defects.
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FREE-Electric al Working Outllt and Tools
Ponca Kame
$9,000 a Year
W. Jii. Pence , Cbehalla
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fir1t f ew Je11ons it enables you to make extra money every week doins odd electrical jobe
In your spare t ime. Some etudents make u blab •• $26 to $36 •week In ap,re time work
wbile learnine. 'Ibi1 outfit is atr FREE.
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turninar point in your life Send it while the deaire for a better job
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L. L. COOKE, Chief Engineer

Chicago Engineering Works

l>'.i:ra:.e. Ohio. Dept. 206

2150 Lawrence Ave., Chicago

L L COOKE, Chief Engineer, Chicago Engineering Worka,
Dept. 206, 2150 Lawrence Ave., Chicago, Ill.
Without obligating me in any way send me
the "Vital Facts," your Free Book. Sampl e
Lessons and_particu lars of your Free Outfit
Offer, Free Empl oy!T\ent Service. and proof
£lb~t you can.fit me for big.pay electrical job.
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Was Losi ng All Hair !

But Now See Wha t Kotallco Has Done I
- - - - --. Miss V erdi:e Bolt's h air was
coming out by combfuls and
complete loss seemed sure. She
writes that she was terribly
worried. Then somebody told
h er about Ko tal ko. She
started using it. Her hair soon
...
stopped from falling and from
f'·' ~r' .. . .
coming awily on the comb and
·
· ·
brush, and developed n ew,
beautiful, healthy growth. The photo shows
wh,at 3 boxes of Kotalko did. There are legions
of other such wonderful cases on record. Kotalko
is for men's, women's· and children's hair.
Genuine Kotalko contains real bear oil, juice of the

rare pilocarpus

and ten other ingredients. You may
bur it at• busyplant
d ruggist's. Guarantee in each box. O r
wme

for proof box with booklet, free by mail. Address:

Kotal Company / Q-3 70, Station L, New York.

' - - - OLD lllONEY WANTED - - - $
,2 to $500 EACH paid for hundreds ot old
COlllB. Keep .ALL Old or odd money, it may
he VERY vamable. Send 10 cts. tor ILLUS·
'.rRATED COIN VALUE BOOK, 4x6. Get
Posted. We pay CASH.
CL A RKE <JOIN (JO., Ave. 13, LeRoy , N . Y.

DETECTIVES

Earn Big Money

Travel. Write Dept. K,
American Detective System , 1968 Broadway,
New Yo rk Ci ty

How Would You Like To
Grow Hair in a Month ?

Gettin g bald, hair falling and fndln g ? It
you want to grow new healthy hair right
away I will send you absolutely Free a sample of the famous Alexande r Glandaha lr. No
cost, no obligntlon . just send name to ALEXANDER LABORA TORIES, 5185 Gateway
Statton, Kansas City, Mo.

She Foun d
A Pleas ant Way
To Reduce Her Fat
Tholll!ands of overfat
people have greatly reduced their weight and
attained a nor ma] tia:ure by followina: the
advice of others who
use and recommend the

Marmol& Pr escription
Tablets. These harmless little fat reducers
are prepared in tahle.t
form from the same ineredients that formerly
composed the famoua
Marmole. Prescriptio n
for fat reduction.
If you are too fat, you owe it to yourself
to a;ive these fat reducers a fair trial. All
the better ir~ storeo the world over aell
Marmol& P rescr1ptlon Tablets at one dollar per
packaa:e. Aak your druggist for them or send
one dollar to the Marmola Co., 628 Garfield
Blda;., Detroit, Mich., and secure a· package of
t hese tablets. They are harmle!ll and reduce
your weight without going through Iona:
lieges of tiresome exercise and starvation
diet. If you are too fat try this today.

-,

FREE RADIO
VACUU M TUBE SET

.,
LOCAT ING
WATER PIPE S

....

In connecti ng
undergro und water pipes to supply a house or
place of business
it is necessar y, of
course, to locate
the street main.
The water - departmen t of one
mucipal ity uses
a water pipe detector invented by
an employe e.
A copper wire
500 feet long carried on a reel is
attached to a fau199
cet or the plumbCH I()AG O ing in
a house receiving w a t e r
from
the lost
pipe. The other
eni:I of the wire is
connecte d t o a
faucet in an adjoining house. A
battery is placed
in the circuit, also
an in duction coil
Apply it to Any Rupture, Old or Recent, with interrup ter,
and current then
Large or Smail, and You are on
flows from one
the Road That Has Conhouse to the othvinced Thousan ds.
er through the
wire and from
Sent Free to Prove This
the second house
Auyone ruptured, man, woman or child, back to the first
should write at •once. to W. S. Rice, 556-C through the pipe.
i\lain St., Adams, N. Y., for a free trial ot
circuit is
his wonderfu l stimulatin g applicatio n. Just T his
put It on tbe rupture and the muscles begin rapidly c 1 o s e d
to tighten: they begin to bind together so and
opened by
that the opening closes naturally and the
need of n support or truss or applia n ce ls the action of the
then done away with. Don't neglect to send interru pter, and
tor this free trial. Even if your rupture conseque ntly the
doesn't botber yon what Is the use of wearing supports nil your llfP.? Why sutrer this cu rrent through
nui s ance? Why run the risk of gangrene a nd the water pipe is
such dangers from a small and Innocent little intermit tent.
rupture, the kind that has thrown thousand~
The
explorer
on the operating tahle? A host of men and
women are dally running such risk just be- now puts on a
cause their ruptures do not hurt nor prevent h e a d telephon
e
them fr<Jom getting around. Write at once
tor this free trial, as It ls certainly a won- which is connectclerful thing and bas aided in the cure of ed to the detector
ruptures that were as big as a man's two
fists. Try and .write at once, using the cou- carried in a box
close to the
pon below.
ground by a strap
loop. When the
Free for Rupture
detector box in
b e i n g · carried
W. S. Rice, Inc.,
about is brought
556-C Main St.. Adams, N. Y.
over the pipe
You may send me entirely tree a Sample
sought a buzzing
Treatmen t of your stimulati ng applicacaused by the intion tor Rupture.
ductive effect of
the
Name ............... . ..... . ......... . .... .
interrup ted
current flowing in
A:ddress •• • • •• , ••• • •••••• • • • •••••••••• • •••
the pipe is heard
State .......... ....... . .......... .... .. .. .
in the head t elephone
~-.,....

If Ruptured
Try This Free

NINETY FEET
OF TROUSERS
In the Balkans,
where w o ro en
tend goats and
the
in
cattle
mountains, it is
for
necessary
them to wear
skirts
trousers;
would be too cumamong
bersome
the rocks. In Albania, however,
women wear
trousers in accordance with an
old custom. An
Albanian woman
'takes pride in
wearing trousers
as voluminous as
possible, and as a
result the garments do not in
the least resemble
the ordinary masculine attire, but
appear like trefull,
mendously
heavy skirts. The
richer the woman
is the more extensive are the
trousers, and it is
not at all uncommon to see .women
wearing trousers
that are made of
90 feet or more of
cloth. When an
Albanian girl is
to be married all
her relatives contribute to provide
her with trousers
as well as with
the full costume
of an Albanian
woman, including
caps adorned with
gold and pearls
and with gold orThe
naments.
dress
complete
rweighs more than
60 pounds. It is
no wonder, therefore, that to take
qcick steps is impossible, and that
when the women
are at home they
lit cross-legged.

Ma~g11 FREE~Ii:..
;.

She says "Ma! Mal" with a loud, distinct voice.
not a little squ•ak . She has the sweetest face,
roS)> cheeks. brown hair, big blue eyes and when
:vou l•y her dowrt she will say "Ma Ma" just like "'"" ~----,
• rul child. She's a darling little baby, but she
wants a tittle girl to fc!ndle her and make her
happy She comes to you, dressed in pretty
·clothes. FREE for selling only 12 packages of
Perfumed S.Chet at IOc ..ch. Writ• at once.
Send n• Money. Extra Gilt if you order now

Jom llFG. co.~ Dept ™

Attlebtre. Piasa.

PIMP-L ES

Your Skin Can Be QalcklJ' Cleared ot
Pimples, Blackheads, Acne Eruptions on
the face or body, Barbers Itch, Eczema.
Enlarged Pores and Oily or Shiny Skin.

FREE

"'f~~Jr~~r,, ~k,~~l~o~!"i

cured mYBelf after beinsr afBicted"t6 yean.

Sl009 C.9h NY9 I CNIClearyouraJtinoftheabove blemlahee,

E.5.GIVENS.116 Chomlcal Bide., KanNa Cit¥, Mo ,

T BACCO

No Pay
Habit Cured or cbewina
or snuff

Any form. cisan:,cisarettes,pipe.
Guaranteed . HarmleH Complete treatment sent
!1'3!ti.o'I. Coob Sl .00 if it cures. NothinO' if it failt.
u .t' ERBA CO. Y-21, Baltimore, Md.

::s

Love is the greatest

thinlZ' in the world
Why not have good
luck in Jove? The
Sheik, the world'•

th~<:,,tJ:~~..~:i;,

11orireou• Arabian Ni11h!ll

conquers love. The Sheik
Rlns with bis im.aae on it 19
tho oymbol of this creat lover'•
ehami ant1 pewer. Amazfnrstorie1 are beinstold of llOOd
luck in lo•• by prominent wearers. Get tht1 Arabian Sbeik
Jtin11 of 11.11iqoo delll1111 and unusual beauty &domed witb

ftl'~~;..!!'1::!~Jl:3J:-;.a!to~·.~4!,C: ·=~!;

Comics. Cartoons, Commercial, Newspaper
Rud Magazine Illustrating, Pastel Crayon
Portraits and Fashions. By Mall or Local
Classes. Easy method . Write tor terms and
List of suc~essful students.
ASSOCIATED ART •TUDIOS

A-92 Flatiron Bulldlns, New Yori!

afze. Say whether J&dr•• or ~entiema111'1• .,hen fram..-ea.
1im1>l1 depooit$1.'li wltb madman. Ord.. toda,. Depo1it
promptly ret111"Dod if aot Htlaftotl. after Ii da71o

SHEIK AHMED, Rand McNallr Bldz., Dept.177 Chicqo

1Bald Men
Gro\l\T Hair
Surprising reports are coming from men who
were bald or losing hair and who acquire a new
vigorous growth by using Kotalko Treatment that
awakens life in dormant hair roots.
"Four inches of hair have grown over what
was a bald spot," is the refort of G. W. Mitchell
"I had a large bald spot and real, health~ hair has
developed all over my head " writes C. F. Heiser.

~~~!~~~t~~~ <:.1,\~u~~aSJ'\~:s ~;'b~~e~sFJ;>:lx,"ffo~

&~res!~d1?i,~~~Earn

Xmas Money

A.MERlCA.N <.:HRIS'l'MAS S.li:.&LS. Sell tor
lOc a set. When sold, send us $3.00 and keep

, 2. 00.

B. Neubecker, 961 Jt. Ud llt., Broold7n, N. Y.

of my feet and now I have a good growth of hair."
Geo. M. Schwank reports that even with a second

0
f.fi:i~~!~~ ~~;.!'~"o":t~ ~~'!t~~ h¥~es~~Nrn~~

merchant. John H. Brittain was almost completely
bald and after using Kotalko a new full crop of hair
grew. L egions of similar reports from men and
women. Free Box of Kotalko Malled to Youl
Anvone who is losing hair, or is bald may obtain
a full "ize box of Kotalko under money-refund
guarantee at any busy druj!"_gist's. Or a proof box
will be mailed free. postpaid. merely by writinJr to
Kotalko Offices, P-370, Station L, New York, N. Y.

THE LIBERTY BOYS OF '76

OUR TEN - CENT HAND BOOKS

- - LAT EST 18 8 tJEa - 1101 '£be

J,ibert:v Boys' Uldlng -place; or, Baffling
Burgoyne .
With Morgan's Rlllemen; or, Dick t>later's Hest
!>bot.
IJ5:l •· ns Privateer s: or. The Taklnir ot the "Reward. "
1154 " Redcont Enemy; or, Driving Howe trom Boston.
1155 " and Widow Moore; pr, The Flgbt at Creek
Bridge.
11()() "
Snvlng tl•c Colors: or, Dick Slater's Bravest
Deed.
1157 " Swnmp Angels; or, Out With Marlon and His
Men.
l1158 " Young Spy: or, Learnlnl!' the Enemy's Plans.
1159 " Runn 1Yny "Rnttle: or. Folllng a 'l'ory Plot.
1160 " March to Death; or, Escaping a Terrible Fate.
1161 ' In Bo•ton Harbor: or, Attacking the British
Fleet.
1162 " Llttlp Recrnlt; or, Out Against the Indians.
1163 " Gr0ate•t Danger; or, Fighting the Rockland
Raiders.
ll6-l " Holding the Pass; or. The Escape ot General
Putnam.
11'15 " '!'akin!!' Toll; or, Holding the Hl .l ?hway.
1166 " Clean Sweep: or. Dick Sinter's DPftance.
1167 " Bugler; or, Rouslnl? tl1e Mlnntn Men.
1168 " Snowed rn; or, A Lucky F.scape.
1169 " Foiled: or Betrayed by n Spy,
1170 " Mountain Battle: or. Flt!htlng- t11e Redskins.
1171 " War . Flag: or. Stanrllnt? h:v the Colors.
1172 " Taking n Dare; or, Cal1!nir thp Enem:v's Blutr.
1178 " In Black Swamp' or, Flgl1tln1? Hard for Free·
dom.
. 1174 " aud Corporal Casey; or, Thrashin g the Renegades.
J171'i " In the Fro?.en Land: or, Watching the Coun·
try'e Foes.
117G " Tricking the Redcoats : or, The Gunsmith of
Valley Forge.
1177 " In Distress: or. Hemmed In h:v Danl?PTS.
1178 " nnd the Idiot Spy: or, Runnlnir Down the
l'klnncrs.
1179 " Fire Hatt: or, Scorching thP Redcoat•.
1180 " CunnlnA' 'J'rap: or. The Traitor's Secret.
1181 " Girl FrlP1Hl; or. Doing Good Work.
1182 " and the Wltch ot Harlem: or, Ben ting the Ree·
sians.
'
1183 " Desperate Fight; or, The R <>trea t from Hackensack.
1184 " on T, one Mountain ; or, Surround ed by the
'British .
1185 " nnd "Horsesh oe .Tones"; or, The Work of a
narkwood s Spy.
1186 " Irish Rlfleman; or, A Dcadshot Against the
British.
1187 " 'l' rnckin!? floont: or1 After the Mohawk Raiders.
118S " Out Rront!nt?: or, Trnpplng n Plotter.
1189 " nPCl thP Ynnkee Peddler; or, Sharp Work at
Bl'nnlngto n.
1190 " on the Outposts: or. Defending th<' Lin e•.
1101 " B oys at the Guns; or, Wlnnini;r a Flerr e Flirht.
1192 " Lightning Charge·: or, The Dash nt 'l'rPnton.
1193 " on DonhlP Duty : or. A Winter in the Woods.
1104 " Cave Cnmp; or, Playing a Great War Game.
F or • •le by all n"1'J'sc:lea len, .,,. will be •l!nt to any
1152

"

fl.ddre1• on receipt of
o o •ta~e atamps, by

prl~fll.

7o p er copy, In money

HA.RR\' JI:. WOLFF,
180 We•t 2Sd Street

SCE NAR IOS

Publlsh~r.

Ina.
Ne..- York City

HOW TO

WRITE THEM

Price 311 <Jent& Per Copy
This book. contains all the most recent changes In
the method of construct ion and su bmisslon ot see·
narlos. Sixty Lessons, covering every ph ase of see·
narlo writing. For sale by all New sdealers and Bookstores. It you cannot procure a copy, send us the
price, 35 cents, In money or postage stamps, and we
will mall you one, postage free. Address
L. SENABE NS, 219 Se••entb Ave., New York, N. Y

oP

Useful, Instructi ve, and Amusing . They contain
Valuable Informa tion on Almost
Every Subject.
No. 26. HOW TO ROW, SAIL AND BUIJ,J> A ROAT.
- ll'ully Illustrated . Full instructio ns are given in
little book, together with Inst ructions on swimmiu g this
and
riding, companio n sports to boating.
No, 28. HOW TO TEJ,J, :FORTUN ES.-F.ver y one Is
d eslrons of knowing what his future life win bring
forth, whetber happiues s or mystery, wealth or
po,,erty.
You can tell by a glance at this little book. Buy one
and be convinced .
No. 29. HOW TO BECO)IE AN INVENT OR.-Ever y
boy should know how Invention s originated . This
explains them all, giving examples In elect ricity, book
hy·
dranllcs, magnetism , optics, pneumntic s, mc<"hanlcs, etc.
No. 83. HOW TO BEHAVE . - Containin g the rules
and etiquette of good socipty and the easiest and most
approved inetbods of appenring to good ndvnntage
nt
lJartles, balls, the theatre, church, and. in the drawingroom.
No, 85. HOW TO PLAY OAMES .-A compll'te and
useful Jlt tlr book, containin g the rules nnd regulation
of billiards, bagatelle, back -gammon, croquet, doml·s
noes, etc.
No. 86. HOW TO SOJ,VE CONUND RU.,11;;.-conta lqlng all the leading conundru ms of the day, amusing riddles, curious ratches and witty saying•.
No. 40. HOW TO MAKE AND SET TRAPS.- Iu cludlng liints on how to catch moles, W<'n sels, otter,
rats,
squirrels nnd birds. Also bow to cure skins. Copiously
lllustrat<'d .
No. 41. THE BOYS OF NEW l'ORJC END l\JEN'S
JOKE BOOK. - Containin g a great variety
the latest
jokes us<'d by the most fnrnons end men. of
No--it1nat eur
minstrels Is rompletP without tbis wonderfu l Jlttlr book.
No. 42.
THE BOYS OF NEW YORK
SPEAKE R. - Containin g a varied a ssortment ofSTUMP
speerhes. Negro, Dutch and Irish. Also end Stump
m en'&
jokes . .rust tbe thing fo1· home amu sement and amateur
shows.
No. <iii. THE BOYS OF NEW YORK i\flNSTR EL
GUIDE AND JOKE BOOK. - Somethin g new and very
instructiv e. Every boy should obtain this book as
It
contains full Instructio ns tor organizin g au amateur
minstrel troupe.
No. 46. HOW T O l\lAKE AND USE ELECTR ICITY.
-A descriptio n ot tbe wonde1·fn l uses ot electricity
electro magnetism ; together with full Instructio ns and
for
making Electric Toys, Batteries, etc. By George Trebel,
A. M., M. D. Contnlnln ir over lltty Illustratio n•.
No. 48. HOW TO BUIX.D AND SAIL CANOJo~
handy book for boys, containin g full directions for S.-A
constructing canoes nnd the most popula r manner of sailing them. Fully lllustratec l.
No. 49. HO.W TO DEBATE . - Giving rules
COD•
ducting debates, outlines f or debates, questions for
for discussion nnd the best sources for procuring informati
on
on the questions given .
N o. 50. HOW TO STUFF BIRDS AND ANllllALS . A valuable book, giving instructio ns In collecting , preparing, mounting and preserv ing birds, animals and
ln•ects.
No. 51. HOW TO DO TRICKS WITH CARDS.- Cont nining explanati ons of the general principles
of sleight·
of-hancl npplicnble to card tricks; of card tricks
ordinary cnrd•. and not requiring sleight-of -hand;with
ot
tricks lnYolving •lelg!Jt-of -hand, or the use of specially
prepared cards. Jllnstr::itec l.
No. 53. HOW TO WRITE LETTERS . - A wonderfu
little book, tellinir you how to write to your sweethear t,l
your father, mother, sister, brother, employer
;
In
fa ct, everybody nnd anybody you wish to write and,
to.
No. M. HOW TO KEEP AND l\IANAGE PETS. Giving completp informati on as to the manner
method of raising, keeping, taming, breeding and and
managing
all kinds ot pets: also giving full Instructio ns for making cages, etc. Fully explained by twenty-ei ght Illustrations.
For sale by all newsdeale rs, <>r wlll be sent to any
address "" receipt of price, lOc. per cop y,
ln money or stamps, by

HARRY E. WOLFF, Publishe r, Inc.
166 West 23d Street,
New Yor k CitJ.

